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**Alex Pfeiffer**

**2:04 PM**

Hi - It's Alex Pfeiffer from The Daily Caller. Looking at the DOJ and WH statements the two are not on the same page.

---

**Department of Justice Statement re: District Court for the Northern District of California’s Order Today at 7:05 PM**

The Court upheld the Government’s ability to use lawful means to enforce existing conditions of federal grants or 8 U.S.C. 1373. The Department of Justice prevailing stated to the Court and in terms its case, it will follow the law with respect to regulations of sanctuary jurisdictions. Accordingly, the Department will continue to enforce existing grant conditions and requirements due to enforce 8 U.S.C. 1373. Further, the order does not purport to preclude the Department’s independent authority to enforce the requirements of 1373 within jurisdictions that violate federal criminal or federal grant conditions.

Ian B. Palmer
Principal Deputy Director of Public Affairs
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 25, 2017

The White House
Office of the Press Secretary

Today, the end of the line, the federal judge in San Francisco enjoined the Justices to stop their efforts to stop the cartels. Our statement was trying to correct the headlines that were blaring incorrect legal analysis.

Well it’s just the DOJ statement doesn’t suggest that there would be an appeal. They strike completely different tones.

Our statement was trying to correct the headlines that were blaring incorrect legal analysis.

Could you just answer my yes or no question about the appeal?

I just don’t see how the two could be on the same page. One statement says we are continuing our efforts the other says the cartels won. I get that on the record you don’t want to say there is daylight between you two. I just want to know if the DOJ is appealing the decision.

Me

I’m in meetings for a lot of today. But we’re very much on the same page. If you want a statement, give me a little bit.

Me

Our statement was trying to correct the headlines that were blaring incorrect legal analysis.

Me

We’re the lawyers.

Me

Alex Pfeiffer

will the DOJ be appealing the decision?

Alex Pfeiffer

Me
Alex Pfeiffer

headline for new story: "Justice Department Gets Attacked For Trying To Protect Asians From Discrimination"

Me
LOVE!!!!

Alex Pfeiffer

knew you would

Me

Alex Pfeiffer

Justice Department Gets Attacked For Trying To Protect Asians From Discrimination

Alex Pfeiffer

wrong paste

Alex Pfeiffer


Friday, October 27, 2017

Alex Pfeiffer

Hi Sarah - It's Alex from the Caller. Are you free to chat today about something I'm working on?

Me

I'm on a plane--what's up?

Alex Pfeiffer

It's about Paul Ryan's announcement yesterday that the DOJ will hand over docs related to the Steele Dossier after he claimed that that agency was "stonewalling." This announcement came as DOJ allowed that informant to talk which Conway said Trump encouraged. Did the White House also encourage the release of these docs?

Me
Decline comment
Even on really vague background attribution?

As A source familiar: DOJ made the decision independently

Okay thanks.

A "Justice dept source familiar" or "just source familiar"

Just source

okay sounds good

Would I talk to you about bump stocks? ATF told me to reach out to DOJ.

Are you free to chat about Sessions and the campaign fp team?

I can't talk on the phone but I can text

How did George Papadopoulos end up on the team? How much did Sessions know about him? And how long did this advisory council exist for?

I don't know the answer to your first question.

"Exist" is kind of a loose term

It met on March 31
Me

https://www.google.com/amp/amp.dailycaller.com/2017/08/17/trump-adviser-proposed-meeting-with-russians-during-campaign-but-was-shot-down-by-sessions/

3:46 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

Yeah I just finished reading that piece. What about the second question? Yeah I get that it only had one meeting but Papadopoulos sent an email to a campaign staffer as late as Aug. 15. So sure one meeting but he stayed with campaign longer. I'm wondering if you know how long.

3:51 PM

Me

I don't know--and AG won't really either.

3:51 PM

Me

But I'm not sure who would--Dearborn?

3:51 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

Okay and second q about how much Sessions knew about him?

3:52 PM

Me

I'm not sure what you mean?

3:52 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

I mean did he know about all these efforts of his to set up meetings with Russia? Did he know about any of those activities laid out in the court doc? Could he recognize Papadopoulos if he walked by him on a sidewalk?

3:54 PM

Me

To your first one--So the story seems to say that GP raised it in the meeting on the 31st and JBS said no.

4:00 PM

Me

As to the last question, I don't know--I'll need to ask him. But off the record given that that March 31 might have been their only face to face interaction, it seems unlikely.

4:02 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

Okay thanks. I appreciate it. I'll let you know if I have any other questions?

4:05 PM

Me

Of course!
Did you see this nyt report?

No but we aren't commenting on the race

Understood but you wouldn't shoot down this report? Is this something that AG Sessions could conceivably be down to do?

Based on the advice of career ethics officials within the department, we don't comment on elections.

And it sounds like WH sources so I wouldn't know if it's true or not anyway!

Yeah well it takes two to tango no? Sessions would have to go along with the plan. And by "we really aren't taking about this" do you mean you and i or officials?

I mean we at doj aren't going to comment on any part of this
Alex Pfeiffer
okay 2:41 PM

Me

For what's it's worth, he has told people he's not interested 2:51 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay thats worthwhile. Has he been saying that recently? 2:53 PM

Me

Yes 3:00 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay. Thanks. You never told me off record...but I don't want to burn you so DOJ official? 3:01 PM

Me

Sure 3:01 PM

Tuesday, November 21, 2017

Alex Pfeiffer
Is AG Sessions voting in the Alabama Senate race? 10:15 AM

Monday, December 11, 2017

Alex Pfeiffer
Do you know how the NYC terrorist got into the US? 8:44 AM

Me

I don't. That will be a DHS question. 8:47 AM

Alex Pfeiffer
Okayp 8:50 AM

Alex Pfeiffer
*Okay 8:50 AM

Tuesday, December 12, 2017

Alex Pfeiffer
Has the White House spoken with AG Sessions about appointing a second special counsel? 3:38 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
*counsel 3:38 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
Hey whats uo 8:46 PM
*up

responding to ur call

Wednesday, December 13, 2017

Alex Pfeiffer

Assuming last night’s call was about Strzok?

Me

Yes sorry--turned out only some outlets have nighttime access. Annoying!

Alex Pfeiffer

Okay no worries. Also thought I should let you know in January I start as an off air reporter for Tucker’s show. Basically the idea is to break news so I think that could work well for both of us

Me

Whoa!! Congrats!!!

Me

That’s going to be great.

Alex Pfeiffer

Thanks I’m looking forward to it. Will be able to be more of a ga reporter and highlight DOJ news for 3 million people.

Thursday, March 8, 2018

Me

Just tried you!

Alex Pfeiffer

we might not have time for it

Alex Pfeiffer

but it would be “We have confirmed Attorney General Jeff Sessions has appointed a prosecutor to lead a team looking into concerns from Republican lawmakers including Uranium One. Hear about that and more tomorrow night at 8PM Eastern.”

Me

Ok:)
Friday, March 9, 2018
Alex Pfeiffer
Hey - Have you figured out if FISA has any explicit role in this?
9:48AM

Monday, March 19, 2018
Alex Pfeiffer
McCabe still gets most of his pension right? It’s just delayed a few years.
7:40 PM

Me
I don’t know about most. But yes as far as I know an employee is still eligible just at the normal retirement age
7:43 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay, thanks
7:44 PM

Wednesday, May 2, 2018
Alex Pfeiffer
Would someone from the DOJ be willing to come on the show to discuss this?
11:40 AM

Alex Pfeiffer
11:40 AM

Me
Sorry!
1:38 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
😊
2:06 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
What docs are being “held back” that some GOP lawmakers are upset about?
2:25 PM

Me
Only the scope memo and only meadows and Jordan have asked for it
2:26 PM

Alex Pfeiffer
That’s it.
2:27 PM
Alex Pfeiffer

?  

Me

That’s it  

Me

Unless they can point to something else  

Me

The agreement w goodlatte gave them access to the “1.2 million”  

Me

They’ve had access to the FISAs, EC, and all witnesses they’ve asked for.  

Me

Then they asked for the scope memo last week and on Monday we said no  

Alex Pfeiffer

Why no?  

Me

It pertains to Ann Ongoing criminal investigation  

Alex Pfeiffer

And House Intel Committee says there are “outstanding document requests for records related to individuals we’re investigating”  

Me

When did they say that?  

Alex Pfeiffer

In an email to me  

Alex Pfeiffer

today  

Me

They sent a classified letter a few days ago. We have not responded since it was just sent. I don’t think that’s reasonable to include since it’s an entirely new request and I can’t discuss what it is.
Why can’t you discuss what it is? How many days is a few?

Bc they sent it as classified. We didn’t make it classified--they did.

A week or less is my memory. I’d have to check the date. Might have been Friday but could have been earlier last week.

Okay, thanks.

What about the Senate?

They say they are awaiting a return to this letter?

I don’t even remember this one. Let me ask.

Okay, thanks. Have any lawmakers asked DOJ for Carter Page’s FISA warrant?

Maybe this will be helpful: dozens of members and staff from both parties have viewed thousands of classified pages and now House staff--both majority and minority--currently have temporary office space at DOJ to review hundreds of thousands of documents previously reviewed by the Inspector General.

That first part includes what you’re asking.
Hence the dueling memos a few months back now. Last I counted, around 19 members have seen that.

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay but has the FISA application been requested and what has the DOJ done with that request?

Alex Pfeiffer
19 members have seen the FISA application?

Me
Yes

Alex Pfeiffer
Could all of Congress see it? Why doesn’t DOJ declassify it for the public?

Me
The request from the chairman was not to declassify it but for the members of his committee to be able to view it. That has happened.

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay, so you haven’t received any request to declassify it?

Me
Yes

Alex Pfeiffer
No, you haven’t or no you have?

Alex Pfeiffer
Sorry, I’m an ass just trying to get clarity

Alex Pfeiffer
*clarity

Me
We have no received any requests to declassify it

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay

Alex Pfeiffer
thanks
What did Meadows mean by this, "Secondly, in his broad description of the FISA process, Mr. Rosenstein forgot to mention that none of the documents produced by his Department to Congress in a recent subpoena request referred or related to the alleged FISA abuses we are investigating. Mr. Rosenstein should remember this, as one of his main responsibilities as the Deputy Attorney General is to supervise the FISA process."

I don’t understand

What are you asking me?

That is a quote from Meadows yesterday. I’m just curious what he means by Rosenstein didn’t produce any documents were related to FISA abuses being investigated.

They have everything they’ve asked for related to that. But meadows/Jordan aren’t Chairman so sometimes I’m not sure they understand what’s been produced.

Gaetz yesterday said we hadn’t produced the 1.2 million but we have

Also there’s a TON of requests and moving parts. So there’s always a chance there’s something he’s referring to that I am not remembering to the best of my knowledge, they’ve had access to all the fisa material etc.

Okay, got it. Thanks for all the help.

I always tell people DOJ has the best comms team in town.

So you got that going for you
Aww thanks. I try to call it like I see it.

Just clarification here, that was house intel that had the 19 members view it not house judicary?

19 is all members

Senate house from various committees

Okay, but you said, “The request from the chairman was not to declassify it but for the members of his committee to be able to view it.”

So what committee was that?

That was intel

So any of them can come view it--just not all have

Nunes for example has not viewed these documents

Okay. Can DOJ tell us what was generally in the redacted info in the House Intel committee report and on what grounds it was redacted?

No

I’d have to refer you to the White House to discuss the redactions

For what it’s worth, from freedom caucus spox
1. They’re wrong. We log everyone who comes into our scif. So I have the names of all 19 members. I’ll share with you as long as you don’t share those names with anyone including the people you are emailing with.

2. Going on tv isn’t a request to the department.

Nunes and goodlatte are the chairmen and we have no such request.

Alex Pfeiffer

Got it, thanks.

Alex Pfeiffer

Sure, could I see the names of the members. Won’t share.

Me

Sent

Alex Pfeiffer

One more thing. Meadows spox says, “They also didn’t give access to the supporting documents on the FISA application, which the subpoena specifically addressed.”

Alex Pfeiffer

It is this subpoena

032218_Subpoena.pdf

Alex Pfeiffer

It is this subpoena

Whoa. Totally different things here.
What you just sent me is the subpoena about the 1.3

And they have access to all of that

So I'm not sure what supporting docs he's talking about

Well, I just got off the phone with Meadows himself

He said, “Just verified that with DOJ, who agreed that requests for FISA related documents is an open request with DOJ. ”

On the phone. Hold on.

Getting the answer on this. But at some point, how do they still have credibility with you after so much of what he has said isn't accurate? The idea that only Gowdy has seen it when that's probably false?

Sure, and Meadows just told me that he spoke with someone and said that number could be right...so they backtracked

But I don’t think the 19 point is making the script

Nor their contention about that

I'm with the person Meadows spoke to. The FISA related documents have been seen by the 19. What Meadows asked him was about declassifying and he said he wasn't aware of any, and then he said there were a lot of requests for FISA related documents. But Meadows didn't ask if any were outstanding. And none are.
Happy to put you on the phone. Meadows is not aware of these things bc he’s not a chairman.

Okay, thanks so he’s lying. FWIW, the script will be at 35,000 feet

So he just doesn’t know what all has been provided and to whine

and not mention Meadows

*whom

Thursday, May 3, 2018

Would Rosenstein or Sessions have had to sign off on this Cohen wiretap if it hypothetically happened? Or just a judge on this case? How exactly does it work?

I’ll call u

Okay

I’m free whenever you want to call

well guess this was all a moot point

Would a pen register be different than a search warrant for a cell phone?

Yes much lower standard--it looks like a cell phone bill

Just numbers, dates and length of call

Got it thanks
The standard is that "information likely to be obtained is relevant to an ongoing criminal investigation."

Alex Pfeiffer: Thanks. Does a judge need to sign off?

Me: Yes

Me: 18 USC 3123

Alex Pfeiffer: Great, I appreciate it.

Alex Pfeiffer: Orin Kerr, USC law professor, tweeted, “And approval of a federal judge is automatic; they have no discretion to say no.”

https://twitter.com/OrinKerr/status/992162629903728645

Alex Pfeiffer: is he off base?

Me: It doesn't require probable cause

Me: But of course a judge can say no what would be the point otherwise?

Me: I assume he’s saying if you meet the standard

Alex Pfeiffer: Got it.

Alex Pfeiffer: Sorry, I’m not a lawyer

Alex Pfeiffer: Not even a college graduate
Alex Pfeiffer

So im just uh playing catch up here

6:09 PM

Me

Hahah! I'm checking but I think I don't see how I can be wrong

6:09 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

Okay, great.

6:09 PM

Me

Can't find anyone but the code says "shall enter" if you meet the standard

6:13 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

Okay so basically you that the info is relevant to a crim investigation and it gets approved?

6:14 PM

Me

Yeah

6:14 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

orrin just said the same thing so we're all good

6:15 PM

Sunday, May 20, 2018

Alex Pfeiffer

Would someone from DOJ be down to come on the show tomorrow to discuss Trump’s demand for answers?

3:23 PM

Me

Nope

4:28 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

okay

4:47 PM

Friday, July 27, 2018

Me

Our statement is cleared so now I’m just waiting for FBI....

7:10 PM

Me

If they have something sufficient I’ll hold ours for the AGs religious liberty speech Monday am. If it’s not or they aren’t ready in time, you’ll have something from me.

7:11 PM

Alex Pfeiffer

Do they know they should get it to us real soon?

7:15 PM
Oh I’ve told them

If they are going to deny that quote outright it will lead to us rewriting scripts and banners

which we would need time to do

Feel free to ping both of us again--won’t bother me:

Give 730 deadline

I’ll respond that you’ll have something from doj by then

Could help if you know what I mean:

Just sent one!

Can I not see the DOJ statement until the FBI sends theirs? Is it like a contingency plan? ahah

Lol this is a mess. You’ll be getting two statements.

ahah Okay, that’s fine. Are you waiting for (b)(6) to send her’s or can I see it now?

Just sent

Boom😊

About to have a very cranky FBI
Sunday, July 29, 2018

Alex Pfeiffer
Awesome. Thanks a million.

Alex Pfeiffer
Hope you still get to enjoy your Friday.

Sunday, July 29, 2018

Alex Pfeiffer
Wait so should I expect the AG to address the FBI/splc at the religious liberty thing tomorrow?

Me
I think there's a decent chance--we're discussing it

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay. Well I'll tune in to the livestream!

Monday, July 30, 2018

Alex Pfeiffer
AG said "one group can actively target religious groups by labeling them a 'hate group' on the basis of their sincerely held religious beliefs."

Alex Pfeiffer
Any other references I might have missed? I think we are doing a quick little update tonight.

Me
That's it

Alex Pfeiffer
Okay, thanks.

Tuesday, July 31, 2018

Alex Pfeiffer
we are going against the criminal sentencing bill tonight on show with a debate thought you guys would want heads up

Me
Which one?

Alex Pfeiffer
the grassley/durbin one...criminal sentencing reform act of 2017
the ag opposed the past version when he was in the senate

has he made a public stance on this new one?

nvm he commented in february

the bill hilariously lowers mandatory minimum for importing heroin on a submarine

That feels bizarrely specific

It still kills people in the same amount regardless of how you smuggle it!

well it is for a law regarding "vessels" which includes subs! it is the most salacious way to cover crim justice reform which is often too boring!
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Andrew Conti

Wednesday, March 29, 2017

Andrew Conti
Got it. Thanks. Looks great
12:45 PM

Me
12:38 PM

We're confirmed. Good to promote.
12:51 PM

Andrew Conti
Promoting as exclusive for tomorrow. Thanks very much! Matt Dean will be in contact about the set up at doj. 6:30p (ish) taping time is the current plan. One on one with bill.
1:11 PM
Thursday, March 30, 2017

Andrew Conti

It’s Andrew with O’Reilly. I am around if you need anything. If not, we are good for 6:30p interview. Thanks.

Me

That was great--thanks!

7:03 PM

Andrew Conti

Agreed, thanks very much!

7:10 PM

Thursday, May 4, 2017

Andrew Conti

It’s Andrew. Formerly of O’Reilly, now a producer on the Fox News Specialists at 5pm. I wanted at some point to talk to you about our show format and a possible interview with the AG down the road. Thanks.

Me

Cool! Congrats on the new gig! Definitely interested in hearing about it--will give you a call tomorrow?

4:25 PM

Thursday, October 26, 2017

Andrew Conti

Hi. It’s Andrew with Fox News. Laura Ingraham’s new show. Just sent you an email. Thanks!

Me

Looking now!

6:53 PM

Andrew Conti

Thank u. We really appreciate it. Will send a truck if needed. Be honored to have the AG as one of our first guests. Thanks very much!

6:58 PM

Andrew Conti

Tuesday might be a food day if it works for the AG

8:22 PM

Friday, October 27, 2017

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any updates on next week at all for Laura Ingraham? Thanks very much.

1:36 PM

Andrew Conti

I don’t mean to be a bother but Tuesday would be a perfect day for us. Please let us know when you can. Thanks!

5:06 PM
Hello. Just checking in to see if there is any chance for an interview with the AG on Tuesday of this week. It’s a very big week for the launch of our show and Laura and team would very much appreciate it. Thank you!

I think at this point, were all in a bit of limbo with tomorrow.

I hear you. Thanks for keeping us in mind. We will standby.

Realize how busy you are but we are on standby if you can make tomorrow-Tuesday work. We really appreciate it. Thanks.

Sorry--it seems like we’re in a bit of a holding pattern for now

Ok. We will still hold out hope but understand. Lots of other topics to discuss also outside of the obvious as well.

I know! But this one is definitely top of mind for folks.

Yes I know. Just trying to find a path forward to the interview but obviously that’s issue front and center.

Realize you are in a holding pattern but we could tape today at 1:45p or do an interview live between 10p -11p if AG can do. Thank you.

Checking to see if tonight works on the immigration issue. Thanks

Any chance for an interview today please. Know how busy you are. Thank you.
We're flying to NYC tonight during the show to give a speech tomorrow am on terrorism

I'm so sorry this hasn't worked yet

Actually you free for a call?

I need to explain one piece of this

Andrew Conti
Need a few. But will call soon. Thanks

Thursday, November 2, 2017

Andrew Conti
It's been so busy, been unable to call. Apologies. Next week is open from a scheduling perspective, if and when, the AG is ready for an interview with Laura Ingraham. Many thanks.

Friday, November 3, 2017

Me
Does Laura want to chat w the AG on the phone off the record before her show tonight?

Me
Just to touch base on all this made up Russia crap?

Me
Wednesday night: rod rosenstein?

Andrew Conti
Live between 10p-11p work at dc bureau. 400 Ncap work? Thanks

Me
Yep

Andrew Conti
Yes. Thanks. Are we locked in. I will tell Laura. Thanks

Andrew Conti
This wed, nov 8th. Correct? Thanks
Andrew Conti

Last one, sorry. Exclusive please?

Me

Yes and Of course

Andrew Conti

Ok. Thanks much. All set. Let’s connect early next week. I will let Laura and the team know to promote. Appreciate it.

Andrew Conti

I alerted everyone. Thank you

Me

Feel free to start promoting on Monday

Me

(Or whenever!)

Andrew Conti

Will do! Thanks

Tuesday, November 7, 2017

Andrew Conti

Hello. We’re promoting interview. Hope to have hit time soon. But either way, figure 9:30p arrival at 400cap tomorrow, wed, . One to two segments of show. More info soon.

Me

Can you send me a contact for the DAGs detail at 400 n cap?

Me

Weird timing--im in a meeting and can’t answer

Andrew Conti

Was just calling you. Standby will be right back with contact. Top of the show interview right at 10p. Will send contact Over in a few

Andrew Conti

Will there be a security detail? Just want to let our security know.

Me

Yes
Ok. We will let everyone know including security. Contact in DC for the interview arrival is Jessica Curry (Fox News) Direct: # desk // cell is #. We will let everyone know including security. Contact in DC for the interview arrival is #. They can be reached at #. They can figure out the best plan of action. Let me know if you need more.

For DAG. Security team should call Fox in DC in advance. They can be reached at #. They can figure out the best plan of action. Let me know if you need more.

We’ve got a problem

I’m going to call you in 30 minutes or less

It’s been promoted

I know—this is way out of my control

Trying to get details

Do they know this was confirmed on Friday of last week and being promoted.

We’re going to have to say something on the air. We have been telling people about it because it was completely confirmed.

Hello. Checking in. Thanks

Hey sorry! Doing USA attorney training today. Hoping to know more for y’all in a couple hours. I’m pushing hard!!

Thank u much

Please keep us posted on the deputy ag avail for fri/mon. Thank u
Hello. Do you know if today or Monday will work yet for the rescheduled interview?

Working on getting you an answer for Monday as soon as I can.

Did y'all get anywhere yesterday w grassley staff?

Hello. Just circling back about our discussion to have rod Rosenstein on the show either Friday or Monday. The network along with Laura was asking if this was happening. Thanks.

Hi there! There have been a million moving parts here. I think at this point tonight isn't going to work. But there's still no issue with him being on your show. So it's just a question of when. I assume y'all didn't want to pursue the thing with senate judiciary I mentioned last week?

Y'all covering this dossier contempt thing tonight? If so, I have a statement you can have first.

Hi Sarah. Hope all is well. Checking back to see if either Rod or AG Sessions might be avail for an interview with Laura Ingraham. Thanks much.

Hi Sarah. Any chance the deputy AG might be avail to reschedule the interview with Laura Ingraham following today's hearing? Thank much.

Hi Sarah. Any chance we can reschedule our interview please? Laura has been asking. Thank you.
Laura Ingraham was asking

Hi. It’s Andrew with the Ingraham Angle. Laura wanted to know if AG Sessions might be avail to discuss DOJ rolling back legal marijuana policy. Request for tonight. Thank you

FYI. Laura has been very strong on this issue.

Hey sorry--I think we’re going to pass on this as a primary topic. But trying to get time for Laura on general agenda stuff soon. Need to figure out what WH wants to save for state of the union.

Copy that. Thanks much for getting back

Please keep us in mind this week please for a possible interview with Laura and the AG. Thank you!

Hello. Do you think there is any chance AG Sessions might be available for an interview with Laura Ingraham? Thanks much

Not this week but evaluating next couple weeks for media for sure

Thanks much for the consideration

Hello. It’s Andrew with the Ingraham Angle. I just emailed you a request for today/tonight to discuss your press release on foreign born terror. Any chance we can make an interview work with AG Sessions today to discuss? Thank you

I’m told y’all have homan for Laura’s show tonight
Andrew Conti

I have not heard that yet. 11:20 AM

Andrew Conti

Maybe Alexa or ice will email soon. That has been an ongoing request. 11:21 AM

Andrew Conti

Talked to Alexis briefly. Alexis is working on dir Homan but it’s not confirmed. Please let us know if the AG decides to do any interviews today/tonight. Laura would very much like to discuss this issue. Thanks. 11:29 AM

Andrew Conti

We have not heard anything yet from White House. If it doesn’t work tonight we can always make it work with AG tomorrow. Hoping for first avail if possible. Thank you. 3:57 PM

Monday, January 22, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hello. Please keep us in mind if AG Sessions is doing more interviews on the immigration crackdown, sanctuary cities, etc. Laura back in DC hosting the show. Always appreciate the consideration. Thanks. 8:13 AM

Andrew Conti

We could also discuss AG’s op-ed on immigration. Thanks. 8:36 AM

Tuesday, January 23, 2018

Andrew Conti

Do you think there is any chance for an interview with AG Sessions and Laura Ingraham? 10:02 AM

Wednesday, January 24, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Laura Ingraham is asking please if there is any chance for an interview with AG Sessions for Ingraham Angle? It would be greatly appreciated if you could let us know. Thanks very much. 7:47 AM

Wednesday, January 31, 2018

Andrew Conti

Any chance either yourself or someone from DOJ might be available for the Ingraham Angle tonight in 10p hour to discuss Chairman Nunes memo. I can provide more detail if needed. Thank you. 12:52 PM
I don’t think so. Too much in flux right now.

Got it. Thanks for getting back.

Hello. Any chance you can join us tonight or an official from doj? Thanks

Hi Sarah. Any chance a doj official might be available for Ingraham Angle tonight in 10p hour? Thanks

Hi Sarah. Please keep the Ingraham Angle in mind if AG Sessions decides to do any interviews. Thanks, appreciate it.

Hi Sarah. Any chance AG Sessions might be available for an interview with Laura Ingraham this week? Thank you.

Hi Sarah. Please consider the Ingraham Angle for an interview with AG Sessions. Thank you.

Any chance the deputy AG would appear tonight on the Ingraham Angle to discuss the breaking news?

No sorry I think this is all the media wel do on this
Tuesday, February 20, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Just checking back to see if there might be an opportunity for Laura to interview AG Sessions. The AG has been doing interviews. Any chance? I just wanted to update Laura. Thanks

7:26 PM

Tuesday, February 27, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any chance AG Sessions could join us for an interview tonight or another evening this week please for an interview? Ingraham Angle in 10p hour. Thanks.

8:31 AM

Tuesday, March 6, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Just checking back about AG Sessions to see if we can schedule an interview for the Ingraham Angle, esp on sanctuary cities topic. Thanks

12:12 PM

Me

We had to reschedule Shannon bream from last week. So he is doing her show tomorrow.

12:24 PM

Andrew Conti

Any chance to get us on schedule?

12:43 PM

Friday, March 9, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Just thought I would ask again to see if AG Sessions would consider an interview with Laura Ingraham next week. Realize the AG is doing some interviews right now. Always appreciate the consideration. Thanks

2:30 PM

Tuesday, March 13, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hello. Any chance AG Sessions can join us on sale cities crackdown tonight? Ingraham Angle. Thanks

5:28 PM

Me

He's got plans tonight--but this is definitely a topic we are hot on!

6:01 PM

Andrew Conti

Any night this week would be terrific. Thanks for the consideration.

6:02 PM
Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Please consider us if AG Sessions decides to do any interviews tomorrow. The Ingraham Angle. Thank you.

Me

Don’t foresee any interviews

Andrew Conti

Friday, March 16, 2018

Hi Sarah. A question from Laura on the police reforms agreement ordered by the DOJ in late March. Laura is asking if there are any updates on that review. Can you please email me any information I can pass along to Laura. I can provide more detail if needed.

Thanks

Me

Devin is the guy for this. Do you have his email?

Andrew Conti

I emailed you the request. Any way you can loop him in on my email? Thank you

Andrew Conti

Did you get a chance to loop in Devon on my email please? Thanks

Me

I didn’t see it

Andrew Conti

Just resent. Has a link. Wonder if it went to spam. Thanks

Me

You around?

Me

Check your inbox in 90 seconds

Andrew Conti

Got it. Thanks.

Andrew Conti

Is AG avail for phone interview or anyone from DOJ?
Saturday, March 17, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Please let us know if AG Sessions might be available for interview on Monday to talk about McCabe. Thank you.

10:25AM

Wednesday, March 21, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. I realized I mentioned this before but please keep the Ingraham Angle in mind if AG Sessions decides to do any interviews on sanctuary cities and other news of the day topics. Thanks

11:15AM

Monday, March 26, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any chance for an interview with AG Sessions this week to talk sanctuary cities, oped on making schools safer, etc. this is for the Ingraham Angle. Really appreciate your consideration.

10:14AM

Wednesday, March 28, 2018

Andrew Conti

Any chance for an interview with AG Sessions please for Ingraham Angle tonight or tomorrow? Thanks

4:28PM

Me

No sorry

6:04PM

Tuesday, April 10, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Is there any chance deputy AG Rosenstein would consider an interview with Laura Ingraham on Fox? Thanks.

6:25PM

Wednesday, April 11, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any chance the AG will lock in a day for an interview with Laura Ingraham for an interview on Fox. Laura appreciates the consideration. Thanks

4:29PM

Me

Let me get back to you. We’re in a bit of a holding pattern at the moment.

4:56PM

Thursday, April 12, 2018

Andrew Conti

How about an interview with US Attorney Lausch on the Ingraham Angle tonight? Possible? Thanks

1:34PM
Tuesday, April 17, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any chance AG Sessions might be available for an interview with Laura Ingraham on Fox. Thanks for the consideration.

9:23AM

Wednesday, April 18, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hello. Any chance to discuss sanctuary cities? National Guard and California. News of day. Interview with Laura Ingraham. Thanks for the consideration.

9:20AM

Tuesday, April 24, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any chance AG Sessions might be available to talk about the caravan headed to the US. Laura Ingraham asking how to change the laws to prevent this from happening. Appreciate the consideration. Ingraham Angle on Fox News.

11:03AM

Me

Not this week sorry

2:31 PM

Monday, April 30, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any chance for an interview with AG Sessions to discuss caravan at border tonight with Laura Ingraham? Thanks for the consideration.

9:15AM

Me

Hey there. Working on this request. We have several from fox as you can guess. But Ag loves your boss.

7:01 PM

Andrew Conti

Thank you!

7:17 PM

Tuesday, May 1, 2018

Andrew Conti

Laura is available if you want to talk about possibly of an interview. Thanks.

9:19AM

Andrew Conti

Laura was asking if there is any chance for tomorrow please

1:07 PM
Andrew Conti
Do you think there is any chance for tomorrow? Don’t mean to be a bother. Laura inquiring. Thank you
4:05 PM

Me
Don’t know yet
4:05 PM

Andrew Conti
Ok. Will let Laura know. Thanks
4:08 PM

Me
We’re a no on tomorrow. Sorry.
6:23 PM

Andrew Conti
Ok. Thanks for getting back. Maybe one day soon. Appreciate it
6:24 PM

Me
I know! Sorry:(
6:44 PM

Friday, May 4, 2018
Andrew Conti
Hi Sarah. We are taping our show from 4:15p-5:15p if there is any chance the AG might be available for an interview. Thanks
8:55 AM

Andrew Conti
Hi Sarah. Any chance AG Sessions might be available for an interview to discuss immigration enforcement with Laura Ingraham? Thank you.
9:40 AM

Me
We’re traveling today and tomorrow
10:15 AM

Andrew Conti
Ok. Thank you. We can possibly pretape and set up via satellite if you have a window of time. Appreciate it.
10:16 AM

Me
Not today sorry
10:44 AM

Thursday, May 10, 2018
Andrew Conti
Any chance for an interview today with Laura Ingraham?
1:28 PM

Andrew Conti
Thanks
1:29 PM
No sorry. But appreciate the pushback Laura gave nunes last week on not reading any of the documents he threatens us over. A lot of folks here were impressed.

Thursday, May 17, 2018

Andrew Conti

Are you available for a moment?

Me

At dinner. And getting a lot of calls. So need to not be totally rude to my guests. Can you text?

Andrew Conti

Actually think we are ok. Sorry to interrupt your dinner.

Monday, May 21, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Any chance Deputy AG can join Laura tonight to talk about his response to Pres Trump? Thanks.

Me

No sorry

Monday, June 11, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Please keep the Ingraham Angle in mind if you decide to do any interviews. Thank you.

Me

Yes let’s talk ground r

Rules and get something on the books

Andrew Conti

Ok. Great. When do you want to talk?

Me

Let’s talk at 4?

Andrew Conti

Do you want to talk with Laura if possible? Might be better so you can work out details. When are you thinking (regarding a day) if thinks work out? Do you know if it would be exclusive?
Andrew Conti
We can talk first if you want. Whatever works best

Me
Monday and yes

Me
And I've got some good hooks

Me
!

Andrew Conti
Just an FYI. Laura hosting for Los Angeles on Monday. Via satellite internet.

Me
Oh there were several questions there

Me
I meant yes to exclusive but I don’t think we need to talk to Laura yet

Me
Is she back on Tuesday?

Andrew Conti
No. Don’t think back t
Until later in week. Any chance for this Thursday? Or via satellite if fine

Andrew Conti
Ok. Still calling at 4p?

Me
Give me 10 minutes! So sorry!

Andrew Conti
No problem. Just want to make sure I clear my calls at that pt. All good.

Wednesday, June 13, 2018

Andrew Conti
Hi Sarah. Did you want to talk today at some point? Thanks
Do you want to continue discussion about the interview request? We mentioned to Laura we were going to talk today. Me, you and Tommy. Thanks

Yes just a little under water this afternoon. Will circle back soon!

Great. Looking forward to it

Meetings soon. Do you literally have 2 min to talk?

I'm at Ag speech

Do you want to talk tomorrow early afternoon?

Sure!

Great. Thanks

No chance for the AG tonight after report comes out? Thanks.

No

Thanks

For getting back

Do you want to talk today?

About Monday
Andrew Conti

Are we still thinking Monday. Know you have so much going on. We are holding a spot for Monday's show.

5:55 PM

Andrew Conti

Do you have two min to talk?

5:55 PM

Me

We'd still like to do it. Heavy focus on immigration. Can I give you a firm Committement tomorrow by noon?

6:18 PM

Andrew Conti

Yes

6:18 PM

Me

Ok we look pretty good for Monday.

7:24 PM

Me

Let's talk tomorrow am for final confirmation on topics and then we'll be fine

7:24 PM

Andrew Conti

Perfect. Thanks

7:31 PM

Friday, June 15, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Please let me know if you have a few minutes to talk at some point to finalize details. Thanks.

10:26 AM

Me

Yes! Call you in a few?

12:56 PM

Sunday, June 17, 2018

Me

Any chance to pretape a little earlier tomorrow night?

7:34 PM

Andrew Conti

Hello. Laura hosting from Los Angeles tomorrow night. Complicates things a bit when out of dc. Can we do live?

7:45 PM

Me

Top of the hour? Just want to make sure he's awake! Haha.

10:47 PM
Andrew Conti
Def either first or second segment. Will know which one very soon. Thanks!

Andrew Conti
10:15p live hit tonight. Just need to get the news out first. Thanks!

Me
Ok let us know if you can pretape even 30 minutes early. I’m concerned we’re having a very long day here.

Andrew Conti
the news in constantly changing and we would not want the interview to be dated if news breaks. We couldn’t turn it around that fast due to crew reasons. Arrival 9:45p done by no later than 10:30p. Laura really appreciates it.

Me
Ok. Just letting you know this is a real issue over here that y’all are having zero flexibility on this. Will effect future bookings if we can’t take the Attorney generals schedule into account.

Andrew Conti
If we could pretape today, we absolutely would. It’s a perfect storm of events with Laura being in Los Angeles. Please know that we are so appreciative of tonight’s interview.

Me
It’s 1015......

Me
😊

Andrew Conti
Hi. I know this is unlikely but I thought I would ask. I hope you are well by the way. Any chance the deputy AG could join Laura Ingraham today for an interview about today’s announcement? We are taping from 4:30p-6p. Thanks.

Me
Sorry!
Thursday, July 19, 2018

Andrew Conti

Jason Chaffetz guest hosting tonight and tomorrow if you are doing any interviews. Thanks. Hope all is well.

9:51 AM

Me

Laying low here

12:58 PM

Thursday, August 9, 2018

Andrew Conti

Any chance for someone from doj on following story for tonight’s Ingraham Angle? Thanks

1:41 PM

Andrew Conti


1:41 PM

Andrew Conti

Wednesday, August 29, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. It’s Andrew with Ingraham Angle. Any chance AG Sessions might be available for an interview with Laura today or another day this week? Thanks for the consideration.

8:42 AM

Me

Sorry!

9:18 AM

Andrew Conti

Got it. Thanks.

9:18 AM

Friday, August 31, 2018

Andrew Conti

Hi Sarah. Please consider Laura Ingraham on Fox if AG Sessions decides to do any interviews in the near future. Thanks.

12:35 PM

Thursday, September 6, 2018

Andrew Conti

Please keep Laura Ingraham in mind for a Fox interview. Thanks
Chat with Brian Doherty

1/18/2018 6:28:00 PM - 1/18/2018 6:33:37 PM

Participants:

Brian Doherty

Is sen graham live or also pretaped? And for the run of show is the AG before or after him?

6:28 PM

(It's Sarah btw)

6:33 PM
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Monday, November 13, 2017

Brooke Singman
Hi Sarah! It’s Brooke from Fox

Brooke Singman
Just sent you an email- let me know if you can help. Thank you!!!

Me
Hey...things still in flux. So I don’t want to lead you wrong. Hopefully clearing up soon.

Brooke Singman
Ok thank yoso

Brooke Singman
You!

Me
Just got final--so will be able to send you something relatively soon

Brooke Singman
Thank you so much
Brooke Singman

Sorry to be a pain- how long?

Me

Hoping for 30 minutes. No joke--they lost my last edits and are redoing them.

Brooke Singman

Okay!

Me

Pdf coming

Me

Here's the text

Me

Brooke Singman

You’re amazing thank you
Brooke Singman
Wow thank you so much

Brooke Singman
When is this going public

Me
It’s all yours now. You’re the only one with it.

Brooke Singman
You are amazing. Made my month!

Brooke Singman
Writing now

Brooke Singman
Thank you so much Sarah!

Wednesday, November 29, 2017

Brooke Singman
Hi- totally separate from our visit- any update on that letter?,

Me
Which letter?

Brooke Singman
The second special counsel

Me
We aren’t going to say anything further from the letter and his testimony on that

Brooke Singman
Copy that! It’s all in OIG hands right?

Me
?? OIG has an investigation into comey.

Brooke Singman
Right... But that letter said OIG would be weighing whether to expand scope of their probe to cover Clinton uranium one etc... And senior prosecutors would look into issues raised by congress and determine whether a special counsel was needed?
I don’t think we said anything about oig expanding. We don’t control that.

The latter part is correct but we aren’t providing any further updates on that.

Yes- last 3 paragraphs of letter were referencing IG. But understood on 2nd part! Thank you

Correct--we referenced oig but just the factual statement of what they announced they were looking at. Not whether oig would be expanding.

Copy copy. Okay thank you! Sorry to be such a pain

You’re never a pain

Just watched you on F&F!! Great job!!

Thanks!

Can I call you?

I’m on the other line

Okay! If you have 2 min when you’re off- it’s regarding this filed arrest warrant Devin just sent me on Garcia Zarate

You should call devin

We spoke
Friday, December 8, 2017

Me


Me

In case you want to write something for .com I’ll send you the foia if you want

2:39 PM

Brooke Singman

Okay yes please

2:45 PM

Thursday, January 4, 2018

Brooke Singman

Hi- can you call me on this Grassley letter to The deputy AG?

11:47 AM

Monday, January 22, 2018

Brooke Singman

Does OIG have the additional texts ??? Stroke

12:58 PM

Brooke Singman

*strzok?

12:58 PM

Me

Yes

1:04 PM

Brooke Singman

Ok thank you

1:04 PM

Tuesday, January 23, 2018

Brooke Singman

^^ does that answer still stand? Seeing conflicting reports and just want to confirm nothing has changed

8:17 AM

Thursday, April 19, 2018

Brooke Singman

Can you confirm congress has memos?

7:59 PM

Brooke Singman

(Hi by the way)

7:59 PM

Me

Yes

8:01 PM

Brooke Singman

Which committed?

8:02 PM
Brooke Singman

Committees- sorry

Me

Judiciary, oversight, intel on both sides

8:03 PM

8:06 PM

8:13 PM

Brooke Singman

House and senate?
Chat with Bryan Boughton


Hello Sarah, Bryan Boughton from Fox here. Wanted to touch base about a Friday meeting. You can reach me on cell or office (b)(6).

How about Friday 1000 ET?

The Acela gets us in at 946am--so might be a few minutes late. 1015?

How about 1030 so you can take your time.

Perfect. Thanks for arranging! Is this all one group or are we doing several?

Yes. One group. I'll send you names and I can have Jake meet you at the Bureau to make Introductions.
Hey Sarah are you able to call me? (b)(6) or ofc is (b)(6)

DOJ meeting today- are you my point of contact when I arrive?

My office--mark Pettit will coming to get y'all

Thank you. We’re assembling outside.

Who on our air was saying DOJ was “scrubbing” IG Report?

Hannity last night and then i saw outnumbered talked about it and maybe Harris today

Thanks.
Good morning - is there guidance on a DOJ NK announcement? Today. Thank you. Catherine
Chat with Christina Robbins
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Tuesday, April 18, 2017

Christina Robbins
Hi! This is Christina from Fox. Happy to confirm Fri at 1120a with AG and Sec Kelly. Fine if he does CNN before. And we're still good for the AG tomorrow at 11a

Me
Yay!!

Christina Robbins
Can you send me the details for the round robin fri?

Me
Thanks!

Me
Who will do the interview for y'all?

Christina Robbins
Either Jenna Lee or Jon Scott. One will do tomorrow and the other fri. That way both will be happy 😊

Me
Ha--very diplomatic
I don’t have location details just yet for Friday. Maybe the hotel? (No idea which hotel were at yet) Did y’all want to pool?

I need to figure out who will be on the trip with them. Can we figure it out tomorrow?

Of course

Good morning! All looking good for the sec and ag’a round robin in the 8a PT/11a et hour?

All good here!

Still at the Bristol Square Building as planned - right?

No! I think Silas and the team worked out that it was at the renaissance now

He said the crew is arriving at 645

Okay. Jack said he’s at location and setting up. Phew

Hi!! We good for 1p tomorrow? With Harris Faulkner?

Sent you a bunch of emails too —

Sorry a little complicated over here but that should work.

Ok! Thanks!
Christina Robbins

Do I need to ask WH? Anyone else I need to email? 2:24 PM

Me

Nope I think we're all good 3:24 PM

Christina Robbins

周三，2月28日，2018年

Hi! Saw that the AG is going on Shannon tomorrow night. That's great! You want to come on in the 1p hour?? 3:23 PM

Christina Robbins

周二，3月6日，2018年

Hi! Can the AG join us on Thursday in the 1p hour? I saw he's going to make an announcement weds on sanctuary cities 2:38 PM

Christina Robbins

Hi!!! Can you join us Weds in the 1p hour to talk about the suit against California?? 9:40 PM

Christina Robbins

周一，5月21日，2018年

Hey Sarah. Can you come on with Harris at 1p today? Set the record straight about what Pres Trump is demanding and what DOJ is doing? 9:38 AM
Chat with David Clark
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David Clark
Hi Sarah... it's David Clark at Fox (b)(6)

Me
Shoot me a text about what you need?

David Clark
We have Issa on at 10:30 this morning. Nothing particular - all the usual stuff. But just in case he says something you want to respond to.
Appreciate it! Here’s what I sent around last night to other fox folks: The Department always seeks to respond to congressional requests quickly while protecting the safety of the American people against foreign threats and maintaining the integrity of ongoing criminal investigations and prosecutions.

Not for attribution, I would note that goodlatte and nunes have both put out statements in the last month that say they are satisfied with how things are going on their request. Also all the reporting Jake has sent around should describe in detail all that we have provided--thousands of pages of classified documents and hundreds of thousands of requested records. Dozens of members have seen these documents, including everything they’ve requested related to FISAs and the EC.

David Clark
Thanks

David Clark
Please include me on anything you think newsworthy on the weekends! Many thanks.

David Clark

Me
Thank you! Will you shoot me your email?

David Clark
(b)(6)
Maria has Devin Nunes on at approx. 1015am. Also Scalise and Conway and Thornberry.

Earlier in the week (Tuesday), we offered a meeting for Friday morning w the dag, FBI director, and senior IC staff. Nunes never responded to our invite.

At our last meeting remember he put out a statement after saying it had been productive and he left us with specific questions he wanted answers to. We were prepared to answer those questions on Friday with the heads of these intel agencies.

He also said on Tuesday on fox and friends that he had accepted a meeting with us--but he had not and never communicated back to us

Important side note: mark meadows has said that a justice official told him we weren’t going to “give over the documents”

But a) meadows isn’t on this committee and b) the “justice official” he spoke to is in the leg shop but doesn’t work on this issue and just told him (in text so I’ve seen it) that he couldn’t confirm whether we were giving them documents or not

Thanks for passing this along!

Thx

Any official response to the latest Trump tweet on the “surveillance?”
Roger. Working on it.

Thx

Can you please send me the same statement you sent Jonathan Swan? We are on air with this story in 10 minutes.

Jake has it

From me: The Department has asked the Inspector General to expand the ongoing review of the FISA application process to include determining whether there was any impropriety or political motivation in how the FBI conducted its counterintelligence investigation of persons suspected of involvement with the Russian agents who interfered in the 2016 presidential election. As always, the Inspector General will consult with the appropriate U.S. Attorney if there is any evidence of potential criminal conduct.

The Deputy Attorney General issued the following statement: “If anyone did infiltrate or surveil participants in a presidential campaign for inappropriate purposes, we need to know about it and take appropriate action.”

Got it from Jake. Thanks so much.

Devin Nunes will be on Maria Bartiromo’s show 10-11am this morning.

Call me (b)(6). David Clark Fox News

Just seeing jakes texts to me on same topic I assume
I guess my only push back is which documents? They got the gang of 8 documents on Thursday again. The goodlatte 1.2 million (which is the IG stuff) they have house staff working at doj to go through them so the pace is largely on them. So which docs is this about now?

David Clark

We’ll see in a few minutes when Nunes is on. I don’t want to give you wrong info.

Me

I’d have Maria push him on that otherwise they just keep saying “we want documents” and it doesn’t make any sense

David Clark

Yup

Me

Also on the missing text, the IG gave us the texts. We didn’t withhold it.

Me

The IG only found that text in may. Flagged it for us on June 8.

Me

Just want to be clear doj and FBI didn’t fail to turn it over

Me

It’s clear in the report how he got it so late

David Clark

Thx
Chat with Elizabeth Fanning
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Elizabeth Fanning
Thursday, March 2, 2017

Hey Sarah, it's Liz with Tucker. Wanted to make sure you saw my email that we can definitely make tonight work. Live or preface. Tucker is really hoping to make this work I definitely think TCT is the best place for the AG to speak tonight.

Me
10:52AM

Appreciate it. Give me a few hours!

Me
10:52AM

I'm a big fan of the show

Elizabeth Fanning

I know you're slammed but checking in to see if you have any update. Tucker is asking

Me
2:53 PM

Can I tell you at 430? I think it's an above 50% chance at this point.

Me
3:03 PM

But I haven't actually gotten to get his final sign off.

Elizabeth Fanning

Works for me. Thanks!

Page 1
(Feel free to ping me too)

Me

Elizabeth Fanning

Will do

Me

We're a yes

Elizabeth Fanning

Excellent! Live?

Elizabeth Fanning

And just making sure you saw that Tucker is in NYC tonight

Me

Yeah—that’s a bummer but it’s ok if y’all are.

Me

So 400 n cap

Elizabeth Fanning

Yes. 400 N. cap. We can have them together next time :)

Elizabeth Fanning

He will be our lead right at 9 so if he can arrive by like 8:40-8:45? Will you be with him?

Elizabeth Fanning

We are starting to promote it. Is he doing any other interviews or can we call it exclusive?

Me

Exclusive

Me

Where did Tucker get the idea there was a phone call???

Me

Can he correct that at some point after the break?

Me

There was the office meeting and then the rnc speech. There’s been nothing about a phone call.
Elizabeth Fanning

He just asked about it

Me
Roger that.

Elizabeth Fanning

Thank you so much for working that out! Much appreciated. No how slammed you guys are today

Me
Thank you!

Tuesday, May 9, 2017

Elizabeth Fanning

Heye I know your slammed but checking in to see if AG or deputy AG can join tucker tonight. Pretape or live in the 8pm. Thanks!

Me
Sorry! No tv tonight.

Elizabeth Fanning

Tomorrow?

Me
Probably not but living one day at a time here

Elizabeth Fanning

Ok! Cool keep me posted. Thanks for the response.

Thursday, May 11, 2017

Elizabeth Fanning

Checking back to see if we can make anything work today for AG or Deputy? We can do any time

Wednesday, May 17, 2017

Elizabeth Fanning

Any chance you could potentially join Tucker tonight? Are you doing any interviews on the news today?
Chat with Geoff
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Wednesday, December 13, 2017

Geoff
Hope I didn’t overstep my bounds mentioning Pfeiffer.
This is Geoff, btw, I run the Caller. Just wanted to follow up

Me
Not at all! Very happy to meet you actually. Would love to be more helpful to y’all.

Geoff
Great! I am literally ALWAYS on, to my wife’s chagrin, so please don’t hesitate.
Chat with Joel Pollack
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Thursday, February 15, 2018

Went to vm when I tried you
Me 12:11 PM

Try now
Joel Pollack 12:11 PM

Thank you so much. Will send you first article shortly.
Joel Pollack 1:43 PM
I KNEW this went back well before April 25....🤔

What did?

Corney firing. The other Sarah just said he's been thinking about it a longgggg time

All the way back to during the election.

Hey...we have rock solid sources saying Comey asked for "more resources" for Russia investigation.

There was a meeting on Monday march 1. That was the last meeting. 4 people were in it. I've talked to 2. It didn't happen.
Me
Off the record--I'm not doubting what comey may have told the hill.

Me
But that's hearsay from what he may have told Rosenstein.

John Roberts
We're being told that Warner and Burr pressured Comey to speed up the Russia investigation and that he went to Rosenstein this past Monday to ask for more resources.

John Roberts
Hey...need a quick call

John Roberts
Hey...BG...did Rosenstein threaten to resign in Tuesday when he was cast as the impetus for the firing?

Me
Off the record--they reached out a couple minutes before they posted with an anonymous source and rods asleep so can’t deny it. I think it’s crappy journalism. Call the White House--I’m confident they’ll firmly push back.

Thursday, May 11, 2017
John Roberts
Thanks

Me
On the record--didn’t happen

John Roberts
Thx

Friday, May 12, 2017
John Roberts
Hey ....can you pls make sure I'm on your mailing list? Didn't get the Sessions memo last night. (b)(6) Thanks!

Me
It went out this morning. Will make sure you’re on.
Monday, May 15, 2017

John Roberts

Thanks

8:55 AM

John Roberts

Good morning - any more FBI interviews today?

7:43 AM

Me

No updates at this point

8:44 AM

John Roberts

Thx. How was Rogers? He seems to have an inside track

8:58 AM

John Roberts

Is Garland even a possibility? Some here at WH think it would be good idea...others think it’s a terrible idea

2:38 PM

Wednesday, May 17, 2017

John Roberts

Mueller????

5:50 PM

John Roberts

BTW...I am still not on your email distribution list

6:48 PM

Me

Ugh! Seriously?!?

7:05 PM

Me

How is this happening?? I’ve added you 3 times. So sorry. I think you know it’s definitely not something I’m ok with. Let me try again.

7:06 PM

John Roberts

Thanks! Didn’t get the Mueller paper

7:06 PM

Me

😊

7:07 PM

John Roberts

What can you tell me about the tick tock of all this (on background)

7:07 PM

Me

Wh counsels office was informed after the order was signed

7:08 PM
John Roberts
I got that. I'm talking about when did DAG decide to do it. When did he reach out to Mueller and how did he pick Mueller? Thx
7:08 PM

John Roberts
Got anything for me??
7:15 PM

John Roberts
Do you have the Mueller statement?
7:49 PM

Me
I don't
7:50 PM

John Roberts
Anything on the tick tick or how/when DAG arrived on Mueller?
7:50 PM

Me
No sorry
8:01 PM

John Roberts
Ok. Thanks
8:03 PM

John Roberts
I'm on the mailing list! Hallelujah!!!
5:44 PM

John Roberts
Hey - can you confirm AG didn't disclose Russia meetings on his SF-86? Thanks - hope you're well
6:27 PM

Me
Check in w Ian I'm on a plane. Off the record--They're story is sloppy and wrong. Last paragraph tells you what you need--instructed to take it off.
6:33 PM

John Roberts
What's Ian's contact 411? I don't know him. Only the fabulous you.
6:34 PM

Me
(b)(6)
6:34 PM

John Roberts
Thanks!
6:34 PM
Wednesday, May 31, 2017

Where's that statement? CNN story hit

I sent it to you! Our email has been buggy.

On the record from me:

The Department of Justice appointed special counsel to assume responsibility for this matter.

We will allow him to do his job. It is unfortunate that anonymous sources whose credibility will never face public scrutiny are continuously trying to hinder that process by peddling false stories to the mainstream media. The facts haven't changed; the then-Senator did not have any private or side conversations with any Russian officials at the Mayflower Hotel.

John Roberts

Got it. Thx

Tuesday, June 13, 2017

Hey you. Need a quick chat about Mayflower

Friday, June 16, 2017

Hey...URGENT ...Rosenstein considering revising himself from Russia investigation?

Ian has a statement

Me

1:24 PM

(b)(6)

1:24 PM

I got it. (b)(6)

1:24 PM

Flying back from Malta

1:25 PM
Friday, June 30, 2017

Me
8:18 AM

John Roberts

Thanks!!! Glad we got the question to him!!!

Thursday, July 13, 2017

John Roberts

Hey...quick Q..
Did Obama DOJ allow Veselnitskaya into the country under “extraordinary circumstances”?

Me
Email me and I’ll loop you in w folks. I know nothing about this yet. Been running on other stuff.

John Roberts

Emailing now

John Roberts

Never heard anything back from Wyn’s contact - James Margolin

Tuesday, August 1, 2017

John Roberts

Hey you... Call me

Tuesday, September 5, 2017

John Roberts

Hey there...I’m coming down for the announcement. I just RSVP’ed. Want to make sure I’m on the list. Thanks!

Wednesday, September 20, 2017

John Roberts

Hey there...what’s this possible plan to deport OTM teens?

Wednesday, November 15, 2017

Me
7:24 AM

John Roberts

(b)(6)

7:37 AM
Hey there.....can we get A-G on cam on the Ohr Special Counsel issue?

I don’t have his calendar in front of me but I think his day is slammed now bc we had to move stuff for this morning.

He had a good answer to Jake, but we only have Audio.

Yeah I know! It’s my fault.

Doh!!

You can put the letter on screen instead w his audio?

Not that you need my random solutions

That’s what we’re planning at the moment. BTW - good to see you on TV more.

Hey...what’s going on there tonight?

Hey...confirm McCabe stepping down??

Hey there...did the HPSCI minority send DOJ their memo to you last week?

I’m not sure what day. But we have been given a chance to review it.
John Roberts: Last week, though, yes?
Me: I’d have to check.
John Roberts: If you get a chance, I’d appreciate it. I’m also being told that there are quite a few references to sources and methods.
Me: It’s still classified so I wouldn’t be able to discuss it anyway.
John Roberts: Ok. Thanks.
John Roberts: Apparently Schiff said last night that he gave it to FBI and DOJ several days ago.
Me: It was def pre vote.
John Roberts: Thx.

Wednesday, February 28, 2018
John Roberts: Hi there...need Sessions statement. Thx.
Me: Statement from Attorney General Jeff Sessions:

We have initiated the appropriate process that will ensure complaints against this Department will be fully and fairly acted upon if necessary. As long as I am the Attorney General, I will continue to discharge my duties with integrity and honor, and this Department will continue to do its work in a fair and impartial manner according to the law and Constitution.

John Roberts: Why didn’t he just say “F*** me? F*** you!.....?”
John Roberts: 😊
Hey there..Ezra Cohen-Watnick joining DOJ as natsec advisor to A-G??

Me
11:15AM
Yes
11:16AM

Hey...did POTUS personally direct DOJ to hire Cohen-Watnick??

Thx
11:16AM

Hey there....what do you have on this report that POTUS pressures A-G to reverse his recusal on 4 occasion?  Thx - JR

Me
4:31 PM
Nothing--we don’t talk about convos w potus
4:33 PM

Hey there.  Do you have that backgrounder you sent out late last night?  Thx

Thx
4:34 PM

Thx
8:13AM
Background from a senior Department official:

> Tomorrow, the Department and FBI will be extending an offer to the Gang of Eight to further brief members and again provide the opportunity to review certain supporting documents that were made available during the prior briefing on May 24.

> The Department and FBI are prepared to brief members on certain questions specifically raised by the Speaker and other members. The Department and FBI will also provide the documents that were available for review but not inspected by the members at the previous briefing along with some additional material. The briefing is expected on Monday or Tuesday, depending on members' schedules.

> The Department and FBI believe it can provide information that is directly responsive to congressional inquiries in a manner that is consistent with its national security and law enforcement responsibilities, and is pleased to do so.

> Although the Department and FBI would have liked to provide this information as early as this week, officials have taken a little additional time to provide the most fulsome answers to the members' questions as possible. The Department and FBI take congressional inquiries seriously and believes that the documents provided next week will be valuable to the Gang of Eight.

Many thanks

I sent it to literally 5 fox people last night since I hadn't been told who is covering including Bryan Boughton--so you really should have gotten it
John Roberts: Well, aren't you just the font of information!!!

Me: It's my job!

Information and taking care of my reporters--this is like the perfect intersection!

John Roberts: (b)(6)

Me: (b)(6)

John Roberts: (b)(6)

Me: (b)(6)

John Roberts: (b)(6)

Me: (b)(6)

John Roberts: (b)(6)

Me: (b)(6)

John Roberts
Thanks!! Sorry - was tied up with Pompeo

You seeing the leak arrest?

the real angle here is that congress keeps demanding more sensitive documents from us and one of their staff was leaking to at least 4 reporters

John Roberts
No. (b)(6) Will check

Me
Just arrested him

John Roberts
I see a NYT reporter email and phone records seized, but no arrest. Who was arrested?

Me
Will forward

John Roberts
Is it this Wolfe guy?

Me
Yes

Sex, media, and thwbrussia investiagtikn. It's a lot.

John Roberts
What do you have on it?

Me
What's your email? It's not populating for me

(b)(6)
I have never heard of that reporter. Not in my orbit.

There's 4 total.

Got it all. Many thanks.

Can you confirm the seized emails and phone records of the NYT reporter?

The indictment more or less alleges she was his mistress for 4 years. The other 3 reporters mentioned in the indictment weren't subpoenaed.

Thanks.

Wow. What a Washington story this is.....

Exactly.

Total House Of Cards stuff

Exactly.

Thx for the heads up. We're running with it.

Enjoy.

And again just have to emphasize that this investigation was obviously going on now for many many months.

As congress is demanding more documents from us.
It’s just some evidence that sometimes we actually are doing our jobs and can’t talk about it

John Roberts
Yes, I didn’t miss the timing.

Me
Even if from the outside it’s frustrating

John Roberts
Well, this will certainly shake things up

Me
Especially when it comes to “giving them the documents” vs having members come to doj

Me
This is why you don’t hand over documents lightly. It’s not like the members hold onto them. This guy did.

John Roberts
There will be a lot of you-know-what hitting a very big fan Tom Morrow

Me
I hope so. I’ve been waiting on this to become public for a very very long time.

John Roberts
(b)(6) but will stay on top of it. Thanks again

Me
Can you circulate to the bureau?

Me
(b)(6) I don’t have anyone else right now

John Roberts
I already circulated the release and court dox. Let me know if there is anything else
John Roberts
11:00 PM
Nope that's good.

John Roberts
11:01 PM
Ok. Thanks. Just like old times.

Me
11:01 PM
(b)(6)

John Roberts
11:01 PM
(b)(6)

John Roberts
11:02 PM
Have a great night.

John Roberts
3:44 PM
Hi there...when are you filing with Judge Gee?

Me
4:00 PM
I'd guess next 48 hours

John Roberts
4:43 PM
Thanks. I assume she will tell you to pound sand ....

John Roberts
4:53 PM
Good afternoon...any idea when you are filing with Judge Gee? Thx

Me
8:14 PM
We filed around 3 and sent it out to everyone

John Roberts
9:14 PM
Thanks

John Roberts
9:28 AM
Hey - what do you have on this race/college admissions issue?

Me
9:28 AM
Email devin O'Malley.
Can you pls give me his email? Thx

Never mind. Got it

Hey...quick call?

Let me know what you need

Deep BG question

Feel free to text or I'll call you

Hey - sorry I missed your call. Don't know how that happened. Call me back. Thx

Hey there..quick call?

Can't right now. Topic?

This WSJ article that several GOP Senators has breakfast with A-G, urging him to hang in. I hate these palace intrigue stories, but I am being forced to do it for our 3pm show. Just need BG confirmation. Thx..appreciate it.

Yeah breakfast was planned a month in advance so timing was coincidental

But the story is all about right
Me

I’d say Ag is concerned about “political and legal turmoil” for the president... not just as a general matter. He’s trying to serve his boss as best he can.

John Roberts

He has a tough job. At a WH briefing one day, I referred to him as Trump’s “favorite piñata”. He has an admirable strength of character to hang in there.

Me

Thank you. I agree, of course.

John Roberts

I’ve always appreciated your intellect...(and your perfect teeth)

Me

Awwww shucks! I blush!

John Roberts

You are good people.

Thursday, August 30, 2018

John Roberts

Hey - quick call, pls?
Hey Sarah, JP with fox and friends would you be available on Sunday by chance?

Me

In theory yes, what are the topics?

Me

We’ll be talking violent crime. So if I can do at least a few questions on that, I’d be very tempted

Me

Def! Can cover that.

Me

What time would work for you?

Me

And dc bureau or NYC?

Me

Any chance you can reach out to Alexa and ask for me and not mention we’ve already talked?
Saturday, December 16, 2017

Great just did

Wednesday, December 27, 2017

Reached out to Alexa to see if you might be available tomorrow. Are you in town this week?

Friday, March 16, 2018

Hey Sarah, JP with fox and friends. Any chance you are available tomorrow or Sunday? Hope all is well. Thanks, JP
Chat with Justin Wells

7/14/2017 1:48:37 PM - 5/16/2018 12:10:10 PM

Participants:

Justin Wells

Friday, July 14, 2017

Any updates from your end?

Hi! We should be good to go. I have everything approved, so we're just working out a few logistics on our end.

Let me know when you have a sense of the return on Friday, so we can figure out whether it makes sense to stay with you all.

Working on line by line now. I think this will be a good schedule for y'all. I'll try to put as much as possible on Thursday in case y'all want to fly back earlier Friday.

That's perfect!

Thank you
So. Looking like some chance potus wants to go to Long Island w AG to do ms13 even on the 28, which would bump our trip up a day to 26/27. On the other hand, could mean y’all get to fly on AF1 to Long Island and cover potus ms13 event too. Won’t know for sure until later tonight but wanted to reach out and see if this is even an option for y’all.

Justin Wells
Sure we might be able to swing that

Justin Wells
That could be really cool

Justin Wells
I’ll mention to Tucker after the show

Justin Wells
And I’ll work on logistics on our end

Justin Wells
We’re also looking to see if it’s possible to have Tucker host his show while we are in El Salvador. There is an AP studio that may be able to accommodate it. The President of Fox asked me to check on it. We’re doing a test tomorrow with them.

Me
8:23 PM
Neat!

Justin Wells
I’ll keep you posted. If that’s the case we could probably start airing the trip by at least Thursday building up to the Trump visit to LI.

Me
Ok. Hopefully I’ll have confirmation later tonight--fingers crossed. If not in the am.
Justin Wells

Is it okay for me to talk to Hope at the WH about it. "We hear you may be doing this - how about making it a big deal and give Tucker some time with the President as well"
If you would rather I don't - that's okay. But it would probably push them in the direction of doing it to be honest. Up to you if it's helpful - if not my lips are sealed but we have a good relationship with them.

Me

Hold off until I have a final thumbs up. Then for sure--and I'll help push it too.

Justin Wells

Fantastic

Tuesday, July 18, 2017

Justin Wells

Any word yet?

Me

WH says we'll have an answer by noon. If for any reason we don't, we're going to move the trip up a day assuming y'all can still come.

Embassy concerned about safety of personnel. So you and I should talk about how best to protect personnel in b roll etc.

Justin Wells

Ok, can the FBI provide some additional security and then we'll lump on some additional 3rd party security for our folks approved. Why the FBI possibly?

Me

You're on an email with FBI about that right? I don't know the rules around FBI protection but I didn't think they could protect anyone other than the AG on these trips.

Justin Wells

Yes. We're working with those guys.

Justin Wells

Any word on Trump and whether the trip is officially moved up a day?
I think we're going to hold for the dates we have. Looks like potus trip may happen without us. Like pulling teeth to get anything definitive. But at this point, we're assuming we'll hold with our current dates.

Justin Wells

I know how the WH is - trust me - I hear you :)

Justin Wells

So we can't host from El Salvador unfortunately. Test didn't go well today

Justin Wells

Do you know when you'll be back in DC on Friday?

Justin Wells

Was hoping we'd be back so Tucker can make the show on Friday and we don't miss any of the trip.

Justin Wells

But if we aren't back in time then we may have to miss some of Friday and fly to Miami or something to make the show

Me

So my plan is to make sure y'all have everything by Friday am--which will really just be the sit down w the AG. And then you'll be able to leave without missing anything too great.

Me

So front load all the cool stuff on Thursday

Me

And then you might miss the northern triangle AGs meeting on Friday but that's not the end of the world--can always mention it without broll.

Me

I think you'll be cutting it close staying with us

Me

We're still finalizing the lunch for Friday but that time change kills us on the way back
Me
So we’re looking at an 8ish arrival is my guess which won’t work for y’all.

Justin Wells
Yeah, that’s just a bit too late. If you were back around 5:30/6 latest - I think we’d be okay

Me
Exactly. So y’all probably should get commercial flight back.

Justin Wells
We could leave for D.C. at 8am Friday or leave for Miami at 12:16pm. Is there we’d be missing early Friday morning?

Me
I think that’s the best time to do a sit down w the AG at the citadel--after we do all the briefings on Thursday

Justin Wells
Early Friday?

Justin Wells
Like 8am

Me
Scheduled right now for 9 but could move it to 8 or even 7 if that would help

Justin Wells
And then we’d head to the airport for Miami

Justin Wells
Okay. That sounds like it could work

Justin Wells
I may keep my camera crew with you guys if that’s okay. They can shoot any broll of the rest of the trip

Me
If we tried to do it Thursday, our options would be to do it at night in the hotel after a long day or do it in the am before we’ve done anything yet on the ground
Me
7:43 PM
Yeah that works very well

Me
7:43 PM
And then we'll need to think through how to protect people's faces and things in the broil

Justin Wells
7:43 PM
Do you have a tentative schedule you can send along?

Justin Wells
7:43 PM
Yes--absolutely re: faces

Me
7:43 PM
Yeah--will send in am...

Justin Wells
7:44 PM
Fantastic.

Thursday, July 20, 2017

Justin Wells
7:10 PM
Definitely watch Tucker tonight

Justin Wells
7:10 PM
After the first commercial. Good commentary on the AG.

Friday, July 21, 2017

Me
7:34 AM
Wow--thank you. Showing the ag this am!

Justin Wells
10:57 AM
Fantastic!

Justin Wells
10:58 AM
We've had a very positive response. And Trump supporters can be very prickly/defensive but we've gotten an overwhelmingly positive response.

Me
11:11 AM
I'll definitely let him know. What a strange circumstance.

Me
10:21 PM
FYI this story is bullshit--they're headline says campaign related and then the story says us-Russia relations?! Thats not campaign related! What else would you talk to the Russian ambassador about?!
Justin Wells

Good to know officially. Though I assumed so. A lot of these stories don’t hold up. The real story is the leaking.

10:40 PM

Me

Yes--and they won’t actually show anyone the intercept

10:40 PM

Me

Which means it must undermine itself. The “source” is always the one characterizing this same intercept over and over with more and contradictory details.

10:41 PM

Justin Wells

If he did say something it would be a casual “the campaign trail is rough”
Something innocuous. Certainly Jeff Sessions wasn’t trying to undermine the election. That’s ridiculous. Any sensible person should see that. He was a US Senator and SHOULD be talking to ambassadors. It’s all so silly.

10:44 PM

Me

It’s bizarro world

10:45 PM

Monday, July 24, 2017

Justin Wells

So things got a little more interesting this morning

5:09 PM

Justin Wells

I assume the trip is still on, right?

5:09 PM

Justin Wells

Off record- is he going to resign? I certainly hope not.

5:09 PM

Me

Nope

5:50 PM

Justin Wells

So the trip is on and he is not resigning. (I realize I asked two yes/no question)

5:57 PM

Me

lol yes

6:24 PM

Justin Wells

Haha. Good!!

6:30 PM
So I hate to ask each day...

But are we still a go for Thursday?

Just trying to figure out logistics on our end

I'd imagine a go no go will happen tomorrow afternoon

Ok great. Hopefully it's a go!

This is all insane btw. Never seen anything like it

Not that you don't have more pressing matters- but what kind of wardrobe will the AG be in?

More casual Thursday and Jacket Friday?

Suits but he'll take off his tie after embassy on thurs

Just curious so I match Tucker appropriately

I'm very torn on what to wear myself

Me too!
I'm a dress and heels person and they've cautioned me against either

They basically told me burka

Me

Justin Wells

Ha!

Justin Wells

It's so tricky. And it'll be hot, humid and probably raining.

Me

Perfect. But anything is better than this town;)

Justin Wells

That's for sure right now

Justin Wells

I had an idea I wanted to run by you- obviously, we are going to have to ask about this Trump situation at some point. Here's my thoughts - we do that on the way or right when we arrive. Obviously, you guys are going to say - we're focused on achieving Trump's agenda, hell, we are down here dealing with MS13. I think we do that little bit and Tucker is going to do a live hit for his show and we'd run that Thursday night and tease that the following week we will have a weeklong series with Sessions on MS-13. It gets the Trump stuff in the rear view mirror Thursday. And then by us running a piece from the trip every night the following week - the Trump situation doesn't drown out the actual trip. We get that on the air Thursday (or Friday night) and then the following week the focus is on MS-13 - so all the Trump stuff won't overshadow the trip.

Justin Wells

Let me know what you think and we should discuss on the phone or in person but I've been thinking a lot about it and it's probably the smartest way to handle it. We obviously have to ask about the Trump situation but I don't want it to overshadow what we are actually doing down there. So that separation might be the best way to go.
Let’s see how tomorrow goes for a bit. But I hear you.

Also, We’re doing a full court promotional press on the MS13 trip for the weeklong series - even advertising outside of Fox News. It’ll certainly help reset everything next week. How the hell can Trump keep attacking when you’ve got a weeklong series showing Sessions getting real work done. This is all off the record between us but just my take.

Amazing!!!

Ok, you never know what tomorrow brings. Seriously. Tucker was on board with my strategy too if you guys are game.

Hey Sarah

Hey

So we haven’t heard from Sila yet about a contact for the prison tour we are doing at the end of tomorrow. I think the embassy is arranging?

Do you have any idea who we should go to for that?

Just want to have my security folks be able to advance it, etc. Looking forward to tomorrow.

I talked to Silas this afternoon and he was rearranging stuff to make sure y’all could do prison and everything else

I think I may come with y’all if there’s room for me and another one of our guys
Justin Wells

Oh great!

7:43 PM

Me

He’s calling you now

7:50 PM

Me

I think it’s a good plan

7:50 PM

Justin Wells

Sounds like everything is worked out. Perfect.

9:52 PM

Me

Awesome possum

9:52 PM

Thursday, July 27, 2017

Justin Wells

I’m thinking I’d probably rather keep the prison to just Fox and not AP

11:30 AM

Justin Wells

That okay?

11:30 AM

Me

Yep

11:31 AM

Me

Totally

11:31 AM

Justin Wells

Thank you. Would be nice to keep that part exclusive.

12:10 PM

Me

No prob

12:10 PM

Justin Wells

Our embassy escort started making everyone nervous about the prisons but she may not have been advised or even knew what prison was scheduled. If we feel we have adequate protection (which I think we do) and everyone signs off that it’s safe with the earlier time - I think its worth trying to do.

12:42 PM

Me

Zach seems to think we're fine.

12:44 PM
Me

But it’s definitely not as safe as in the AGs bubble

Justin Wells

Cool. Zach is the FBI assessment or state dept?

Me

Ok my guys are now flipping out

Me

My detail guy isn’t going to let me go

Me

So it’s y’all alone now. Entirely your choice whether to go.

Justin Wells

Ah man. Do they think it’s safe for us?(b)(7)(E)

Justin Wells

Would there be anything to see if we simply walked the outside of the prison and didn’t go in?

Justin Wells

We have her Mic’d up so we can crank up her microphone.

Me

Nice

Me

Sending detail down now to look for a place they are good with

Justin Wells

It’s nice

Justin Wells

Seeing if the shots look good

Justin Wells

Looks good
Justin Wells: We can say we're outside the embassy. Some nice plants and in the shade

Justin Wells: Security approved

Justin Wells: This is gold

Me: It's unreal

Me: Tucker is great at this

Me: I'm blown away

Justin Wells: He's the most talented broadcaster and interviewer I've ever worked for

Me: "Do you think you'll be forgiven by god" "yes"

Me: That took my breath away

Justin Wells: I know. So good

Justin Wells: Do you think we'll pick up some time

Me: We're on schedule!

Justin Wells: Nice. We picked up some time. This cell phone might die. If it does - my other cell is (b)(6)

Me: K
Justin Wells

Story about Scaramucci in New York is a must read

That turned out great. Did you happen to see the top of the show?

Me

Watched it with the boss

It was....perfection

Justin Wells

What did he think

Me

I owe you a drink

Justin Wells

Oh good

Justin Wells

:)

Justin Wells

Tucker and I talked through that entire opening

Justin Wells

We were happy with it

Me

Seriously. Thank you for putting this all together. Dealing w the security. And just being delightful to work with.

Me

I'm in your debt.

Me

And given our conversation on the plane, please let tucker know that we understand his role in all of this.

Me

I feel a weight has been lifted
Ah man, so glad to hear that.

It’s been fun working with you, too!

What time is the interview tomorrow and do you know the location? 9am may be a little tight for us to catch a 12:16p flight to Miami.

I don’t have my schedule on me

No worries. Not immediate but I don’t see the specifics on mine

Sounds like y’all talk to the director at 830, AG at 845

At the Castillo at pnc hq

We should have you out in time

Okay. That makes me feel better :) 

Y’all in the restaurant?

Yeah. Come by

We’re at a big table outside

May do an AG stop by;)
Justin Wells

Hope you made it back safely to the East Coast. We got some great stuff and we’re looking forward to putting it all together for next week. The weight is fully lifted I think. Between what we all did - and what’s now happening - I think you guys are in the clear to just do good work. 🌳

Justin Wells

Fun working with you all - let’s do more of these soon. Have a great weekend and finally get some sleep!

Me

Lord willing. Thank you for making the trip and for all the help this week besides.

Justin Wells

What do you think of the series so far? Tonight we’re airing the detention center part which includes that bit with the AG. On Thursday we are airing the full air down with him. Trying to draw the viewers in with the stories on the ground first - and it’s working. We’ve gotten a tremendous response. The audience is very engaged in MS-13.

Me

We’ve all been riveted! The team watches it together :) 

Justin Wells

I love that! For instance- the gang member last night was posted on Facebook this morning. It’s averaging 100k views an hour. That’s insane.

Me

Wow!! That really is something. I’ll definitely be telling the AG that and he’ll be like “people watch this stuff online?!” Ha!
Justin Wells

Ha! One of my Senior Producers has a bunch of teenage kids. They were playing video games last night and put down the controllers and walked over and watched in complete silence last night. Totally gripped and unprovoked to watch. Sometimes when you're so invested in a story - you're not sure how it will resonate. But I think MS-13 is becoming "a thing" with Americans. I'd definitely suggest you guys should stay on it. More interest than I even expected.

Me

That's very very good to know

Me

Btw remind me to send you contact info for the parents whose 15 year old girls were murdered by ms13 in Long Island. I found them incredibly compelling. Could be a good interview for next week as a follow up.

Justin Wells

That would be fantastic. Thank you!

Justin Wells

Sunday, August 13, 2017

Hey! I hear the AG will be on all the broadcast networks to discuss Charlottesville on Monday. Can he do Tucker exclusively/first among the cable networks? :)

Me

We probably aren't doing any cable. And might need to do literally any other show other than yalls since we haven't done any others. But noted:)

Justin Wells

If you're doing broadcast - then you have pretty good cover by doing us since we're #1 in primetime on cable and still beat many of the broadcast networks at that time. Just remember we'll be the most eyeballs you'll get overall. 👍 and probably the largest base from your base 😊

Justin Wells

I know I sound ridiculous. But from your perspective it's something to thing about...
Justin Wells: Think**

You know I'd always prefer to do your show for any number of reasons—audience size and caliber being two of the top!

Justin Wells: So does that mean we have a shot at doing something tomorrow :)

Me: No

Justin Wells: Ok, I appreciate that!!

Justin Wells: I get where you’re going with this. Off record, what’s the AG’s message?

Justin Wells: I want to book the right people and if I have a sense we will probably do a better job.

Me: No stone unturned when it comes to the investigation—hate crimes, terrorism, etc.

Wednesday, October 11, 2017

Justin Wells: Hey hey

Justin Wells: Daily Mail reporting the DOJ has ordered FBI to order a probe into Weinstein

Justin Wells: Can you confirm?

Justin Wells: *open a probe I mean

Me: I can’t confirm or deny investigations. But off the record, I can waive you off.
Justin Wells

Thank you

Sunday, October 29, 2017

Hey, I hope you’re well. Throwing this out there— is there any reason for the AG to join Tucker tomorrow? Obviously, he can’t speak to specifics of the investigation or specifics of any indictments - but perhaps he could speak to the independent nature of the Mueller investigation and give some perspective. Just a thought.

Monday, October 30, 2017

Nah--we’ll have to pass. Sorry!

Monday, November 13, 2017

Hi Sarah, any shot the AG wants you to do something with Tucker tonight. With everything coming out re: Moore and Sessions - just wanted to give him a chance to clear things up somewhere if you all were interested. Let me know and hope all is well.

No thanks:)

Figured. But never know what else is happening behind the scenes so wanted to give you a fair place to do it if needed.

Reasonable

Friday, December 1, 2017

Thank you for doing us exclusively tonight!

I’m way too partial to you guys...people are going to notice:) He’s literally not done another prime time show!

Haha
Justin Wells
I like it that way.

Justin Wells
He does get a real interview though

Justin Wells
Like Tucker asks real questions.

Me
We ran into Laura in the green room and she was not happy w me 😞

Me
I know! Y’all keep making offers I can’t refuse!

Justin Wells
I like Laura but rarely seen her happy 😞

Me
Steinle, ms13, and tucker never gets sucked into the news of the day back and forth.

Me
I can’t say no!

Thursday, December 21, 2017

Justin Wells
This NBC report on the DOJ asking agents for info on the uranium one deal

Justin Wells
Any reason I should stay away from it?

Justin Wells
Or can you confirm?

Me
Can’t confirm but not waving you off

Justin Wells
Thanks!!

Tuesday, January 2, 2018

Me
Just emailed this to Alex P now that y’all have him (awesome btw)
Me

You should pitch a story on the latest Iran protests reupping the project Cassandra hezbollah deal the last admin made to not prosecute to secure nuclear deal...and now look at what we have in Iran.

Justin Wells

Good story.

Justin Wells

Thanks for this. Yes, I hired Alex at Tucker’s highest recommendation. Excited to have him on my team! Will discuss with him.

Justin Wells

Here's to a great 2018!

Tuesday, January 16, 2018

Justin Wells

Thank you for doing your favorite show tonight. Great, smart segment.

Wednesday, January 24, 2018

Justin Wells

I just fed him as much as possible in his ear

Me

Sorry it was so last minute. Great segment!

Tuesday, January 30, 2018

Justin Wells

Let me know if there’s anything else we could do together on MS13. It was a strong and powerful point and moment tonight and I want to stay at the forefront on the story.

Friday, March 9, 2018

Justin Wells

Thank you Sarah. That was great.

Me

Always! When are u next down here?

Justin Wells

Nothing scheduled right now but need to get something on the calendar.
Justin Wells

Definitely should catch up!!

Wednesday, March 28, 2018

Justin Wells

I see DOJ inspector Gen announced it'll investigate Foreign Intel surveillance abuses by the DOJ and FBI after a request from the AG.

Justin Wells

Would the A.G. come on to respond?

Me

No wel pass sorry

Justin Wells

Figured but wanted to check.

Justin Wells

Thanks Sarah.

Friday, April 27, 2018

Justin Wells

Hey Sarah-

Justin Wells

Can the AG join us next week.

Justin Wells

It's been a while and there's a lot going on with the caravan, immigration.

Justin Wells

And I'm sure you guys are working on some other stuff. Let me know if you want to do a day with Tucker next week!! Hope you're well!!

Me

Hmmm. Might be good to preview police week too?

Me

Let's talk Monday and we can find a day.

Justin Wells

Perfect! Have a great weekend!
Tuesday, May 15, 2018

Justin Wells

I know the AG has a meeting at the WH with Trump and a bunch of folks to discuss Sanc City policies. Any shot you’d want to have him come on tomorrow night for a debrief?

Wednesday, May 16, 2018

Justin Wells

Hi Sarah - just checking back in to see if the AG might be able to join Tucker tonight.
Chat with Karrah Kaplan

5/9/2017 6:00:51 PM - 5/9/2017 6:10:12 PM

Participants:

Karrah Kaplan

Hey Sarah! This is Karrah with Martha MacCallum. The AG couldn’t join her on Comey could he?

Me

Sorry! No tv tonight.

Karrah Kaplan

Thanks! Maybe tomorrow :) at least keep us in mind? Thank you!
Chat with Kelly Cohen

11/30/2017 1:16:56 PM - 9/7/2018 12:47:40 PM

Participants:

Kelly Cohen

Thursday, November 30, 2017

1:16 PM

hey- kelly cohen. so you have my#!

Me

1:17 PM

Thanks!!

Kelly Cohen

1:17 PM

you saw what Schiff said right? when you comment on it let me know!! thanks!!

Me

On Schiff: AG said same he said before--he won’t talk about communications w potus. But he also said same as he’s said before that he’s never been directed to do anything illegal or improper.

Kelly Cohen

1:22 PM

thanks!!

Tuesday, December 5, 2017

9:47 AM

Me

Fppo: SCO budget coming within the hour

Kelly Cohen

9:48 AM

awesome! thanks!
is it out??
saw AP tweet

BREAKING: Special counsel Robert Mueller details $3.2 million in costs for early months of Trump-Russia investigation.

ok i’ll wait for it officially

hey! who is fbi spox i can email?

Not from me

hey! who can i reach out to at atf to talk about bump stocks?
That’s a good question--if yo email me I’ll put y’all on the same email

Tuesday, December 12, 2017
Kelly Cohen
be there in 17 minutes!

Me
No prob!

Kelly Cohen
i’m outside and can’t get in! so cold!

Me
10th street?

Kelly Cohen
yes!

Tuesday, February 27, 2018
Me
Your email is bouncing back--everything ok?

Kelly Cohen
oh man our email system is down!!!!!

Kelly Cohen
try personal--(b)(6)

Me
Wh was trying to reach you

Kelly Cohen
Ugh i haven’t gotten an email since 1230. My personal gmail should work

Me
That’s terrible! Yes added your personal.

Kelly Cohen
Perfect. thank you!! hopefully this gets fixed asap

Wednesday, February 28, 2018
Kelly Cohen
there’s a nice press stakeout outside!
so happy to be here!

Hey so I saw your statement from Ian, I understand that that’s on McCabe... Can you confirm the NYT reporting that the AG is reviewing firing McCabe?

I don’t comment on specific personnel matters

(b)(6) of course so much happens!


Email me and I’ll send chucks statement to you

Hi
Kelly Cohen

The one day this week I don’t come into DOJ and I miss this!!!!

Kelly Cohen


Kelly Cohen

ignore me, just saw email 😊

Thursday, April 12, 2018

Kelly Cohen

because you know i have to ask... DAG at white house? for? any word on job safety?!

Kelly Cohen

(I’m had to come into the office and my editor is bugging me)

Me

He’s fine

Me

Normal meeting on congressional productions w FBI folks

Friday, April 13, 2018

Kelly Cohen

Why do I ever decide to work from home on Fridays?!?!?

Me

We’re all chilling in the room together laughing at you...especially Jake

Kelly Cohen

LOL I am laughing at myself hahahahaha

Thursday, April 19, 2018

Kelly Cohen

Comey memose?!

Kelly Cohen

Are you guys turning over today?
Monday, May 21, 2018

Kelly Cohen

Hiii. What are we to make of this night and vague WH statement? Is DOJ adding anything? 😊

Me

5:09 PM

Is DOJ adding anything?

Me

5:11 PM

.......

Wednesday, May 23, 2018

Kelly Cohen

Hii. Can you send me that email about tmrws meeting please?!

Me

First meeting
Time: 12pm
Place: Department of Justice

Participants:
White House Chief of Staff John Kelly
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein
FBI Director Wray
DNI Director Coats
Chairman Devin Nunes
Chairman Trey Gowdy
Additional FBI and DOJ briefers and staff

Second meeting
Time: 2pm
Place: Department of Justice

Participants:
White House Chief of Staff John Kelly
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein
FBI Director Wray
DNI Director Coats
All Gang of Eight Members
Chairman Trey Gowdy
Additional FBI and DOJ briefers and staff

10:19 PM

10:20 PM
Kelly Cohen

Yay thanks!

Thursday, June 28, 2018

Kelly Cohen

i see you!

Me

That’s not good! Haha

Kelly Cohen

hahaha turned right when you walked in!

Thursday, August 23, 2018

Kelly Cohen

oye, lindsey graham.

Me

Statement incoming!

Kelly Cohen

just saw your tweet!

Me

What time is the criminal justice meeting?!

Kelly Cohen

Hii. can I say - source described today’s wh meeting as a “win” for the AG? if so, anything else to add about the meeting/ not being awkward or confrontational?

Me

Yes

Me

I’d say the meeting stayed on topic

Kelly Cohen

👍👍
When ya have a free moment can you give me a comment on the POTUS comment to investigate NYT?! 🤔🤔

12:47 PM

Me

👍

The Department does not confirm or deny investigations.

12:47 PM
Chat with Laura & Jake
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(b)(6), Laura Jarrett
(b)(6), Jake Gibson

Thursday, January 4, 2018

Me
5:52 PM

Y'all can come back

Me
8:58 PM


Monday, January 29, 2018

Laura Jarrett
6:22 PM

Know you are slammed...Let us know when you have a min

Jake Gibson
6:23 PM

We're here and ready!

Laura Jarrett
7:16 PM

Memo being couriered over to WH now

Jake Gibson
7:16 PM

Whoa...
Laura Jarrett: Gotta head out. Keep us posted re letter if going tonight. Don't let them make you miss your dinner.

Jake Gibson: Yeah... what she said!

Me: I don't think we'll have anything. And I'm following your advice and laying down:)
Y'all under the impression that almost every cabinet office is running same fire drill today?

Jake Gibson

Jihan is denying the Grassley thing

Laura Jarrett

Shulkin for sure

Jake Gibson

Roberts says people are telling him its bloodletting week

Me

Shulkin seems worse off than we even were in July.

Me

I just can’t tell how real any of this is. Could be usual chaos narrative getting all of us spun up.

Laura Jarrett

Well... WH has a role to play in some of the rumors on McMaster and Shulkin. AG in a different boat is my understanding. Koch Bros pushing Pruitt as well behind scenes apparently...

Jake Gibson

Koch bros??!??!

Me

Makes sense

Laura Jarrett

Apparently big Pruitt donors but I don’t have that firsthand

Me

Makes sense--Oklahoma (beat Kansas)

Jake Gibson

Ha!

Laura Jarrett

AG going to NH Monday with POTUS?
Jake Gibson
What????
1:54 PM

Laura Jarrett
Ha that's why I included you friend
1:55 PM

Jake Gibson
Is that from DOJ or WH?
1:56 PM

Me
We haven't worked out logistics but I think we probably are
1:57 PM

Laura Jarrett
That's a good sign! Let us know when safe to report
1:57 PM

Jake Gibson
Can we report that a trip is in the works?
1:58 PM

Me
The POTUS nh part is already out there
1:59 PM

Me
But I don't know whether we are going so no
1:59 PM

Jake Gibson
Okay
1:59 PM

Jake Gibson
Thanks
1:59 PM

Laura Jarrett
Whenever you have a sec, if we can confirm AG traveling with POTUS Monday that would be helpful, understand you are busy
2:55 PM

Jake Gibson
Yes and please and thanks!
3:05 PM

Me
Traveling to NH or literally on AF1?
3:39 PM

Laura Jarrett
Whatever is most accurate. Just good to get out there they'll be together if we can. If not buttoned down yet can always wait too.
3:40 PM
Jake Gibson

If traveling to NH separately and appearing with Trump.... that's god to report too

Saturday, March 17, 2018

Note not for attribution: remember doj interviewed other potential acting directors for the FBI post comey. WH picked McCabe.

Jake Gibson

Ha!

Me

Just anticipating some fox coverage;)

Laura Jarrett

Oh yeah I forgot about that!

Monday, March 19, 2018

Morning! Is the AG going to NH this afternoon?

Jake Gibson

Thanks Laura! Forgot about that...

Me

AG flying together--not af1

Jake Gibson

Can we report it now... and that he will attend event with potus?

Me

Yes

Jake Gibson

Flying with (b)(7)(E) ?

Me

Yes tho that part I'd prefer not be reported for security reasons

Jake Gibson

Copy
Laura Jarrett

Thanks very much!

Laura Jarrett

Breaking-- "Thank you, Jeff"

Jake Gibson

So.... I assume not tonight

Me

Huuuuuge

Me

Come on back

Thursday, March 22, 2018

Jake Gibson

Cool. (b)(6)

Tuesday, April 3, 2018

Laura Jarrett

Do you know roughly when we can report PADAG?

Jake Gibson

What she said!

Jake Gibson

And thanks!

Wednesday, April 18, 2018

Me
Laura Jarrett 6:01 PM

Ummmmm

6:17 PM

Laura Jarrett

It is REALLY pink

6:23 PM

Jake Gibson

Well....

Tuesday, May 15, 2018

Jake Gibson

Richman Docs to Hill yet?

8:27 PM

Jake Gibson

I mean questions?

8:27 PM

Me

Yeah we did it verbally

8:27 PM

Tuesday, May 22, 2018

Me 2:16 PM

Last 6 months of my life:

Me 2:16 PM

https://twitter.com/lachlan/status/998987385626152960?s=21

2:16 PM

Laura Jarrett 2:25 PM

For reals

Because I know Jake cares too ... did DOJ receive a new letter to Sessions from Sen. Johnson, asking for more than 30 FBI interviews? Our Hill team just needs confirmation of receipt

2:42 PM

Me 2:47 PM

Checking but not as of yesterday I'm pretty sure

Me 2:48 PM

Yep we have it

Jake Gibson 2:49 PM

Thanks much!

Tuesday, May 22, 2018

Jake Gibson

Sanders just said meeting is Thursday...
Laura Jarrett
And then kicked it DOJ, naturally

Me
Riiight

Well at this point I’m not confirming anything about the meeting

Me
I’ll let you know when we know more

Jake Gibson
Cool

Wednesday, May 23, 2018
Laura Jarrett
Is Rod taking questions (or otherwise making news) at the Bloomberg event in NYC this morning?

Me
No questions. Trying to stop news:

Thursday, May 24, 2018
Laura Jarrett

Me
(b)(6)

Me
(b)(6)

Laura Jarrett
(b)(6)

Me
(b)(6)

Laura Jarrett
(b)(6)

Me
(b)(6)

Laura Jarrett
(b)(6)
So... anything going on?

Nope (b)(6)

So... anything going on?
Jake Gibson
2:51 PM
(b)(6)

Me
2:52 PM
(b)(6)

2:52 PM
(b)(6)

Monday, June 4, 2018
Jake Gibson

Hello!

What's going on?

Me
12:26 PM
(b)(6)

Monday, June 11, 2018
Y'all will want to watch this speech this am
Btw: The Deputy Attorney General is representing the United States in a brief unrelated visit to a foreign nation, one of America’s key intelligence partners. He, along with the FBI Director and DNI Coats, look forward to further briefing and again presenting responsive documents to Chairman Nunes and the rest of his colleagues in the Gang of 8 meeting scheduled for Thursday of this week.

Note the speaker agreed to the Thursday afternoon briefing earlier.

Laura Jarrett

Is that reportable or hold off?

Me

All yours

Laura Jarrett

Rosenstein’s foreign trip is Tuesday?

Me

Today and Tuesday

Laura Jarrett

Thanks

Jake Gibson

Got it. Thanks

Me

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Checking emails etc...
We have informed HPSCI and SSCI that their members and cleared staff can view gang of 8 documents

Goodness...

Assume just the ones Nunes is clamoring for regarding the confidential source, not new stuff?

Yeah that's my take

(And why we waited until after the hearing to do this... 😊)

Got it

Thanks... will try to get this to Mears to pass along. (b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
Tuesday, July 17, 2018
Laura Jarrett
https://twitter.com/chadpergram/status/1019285910008074242?s=12

Me
2:30 PM
Jake Gibson
6:38 PM
Well....

Wednesday, July 18, 2018
Jake Gibson
4:36 PM
Just got outta court... Butina

Jake Gibson
4:36 PM
Anything going on over there?

Me
4:37 PM
Quiet here. Just had someone in my office when you called.

Jake Gibson
4:42 PM
Cool. Thanks!

Friday, July 20, 2018
Jake Gibson
11:04 AM
So....

Jake Gibson
11:04 AM
Friday...

Jake Gibson
11:04 AM
News or no news?
Laura Jarrett: (b)(6)

Laura Jarrett: (b)(6)

Me: FBI foia website should have fisa up around 6pm

Laura Jarrett: Thanks!

Jake Gibson: Vault?

Laura Jarrett: Jake I'll send you pdf

Me: https://vault.fbi.gov/d1-release

Jake Gibson: Thanks!!!

Thursday, July 26, 2018

Me: FYSA: rod expect to be at the White House today for two meetings. 10:30 and 2:00

Laura Jarrett: Thanks. Pre-scheduled?

Me: Yes--deputies meeting and nsc

Laura Jarrett: Thanks for preempting the freak outs
I may send something to larger group

Your phone will blow up undoubtedly

Thanks!

Yeah. It will anyway. Somehow. Just not sure what will trigger it.

Internet down at doj this am FYI

I know how y’all like to get in early...)

Cool cool

Mine appears to be working!

You’re already in?

Sure am

Still nothing for the rest of doj. Just Laura has internet.

Streaming AG’s speech beautifully
Me

Ha! How ironic. We couldn’t print it bc none of the printers are hard wired. That’s why we’re running late. We had to get a personal laptop, thumb drive, and print it here.

Laura Jarrett

Thursday, September 13, 2018

Me

This whole alien story 😞😞😞😞

Laura Jarrett

? 

Jake Gibson

What???

Jake Gibson

I’m dealing with Manafort crap

Jake Gibson

What’s the alien deal?

Me

Fox just ran a story that the FBI found aliens in New Mexico at the observatory

Jake Gibson

Oh god

Laura Jarrett

Aliens as in illegals or ....Mars aliens?

Jake Gibson

Who?

Jake Gibson

Tucker?

Me

No WAY

Laura Jarrett
Me

Yep. Check drudge too.

8:39 PM
Chat with Laura, Ian & Jake


Participants:

Laura Jarrett
Ian Prior
Jake Gibson

We're in touch w the FBI about FL situation. AG getting briefed.

Got it. Thanks!

Being briefed or has been briefed?

Will be briefed, has been briefed, is in constant contact...?

Can we phrase it as "is being briefed" "is in contact with the FBI"
Jake Gibson

Yup

4:00 PM

Anything on casualties? How many?

Jake Gibson

4:24 PM

Decline comment--sorry (b)(6)

4:24 PM

Right. Understood

4:24 PM

Any other info U get would be awesome. Obviously we are wall to wall on this now

4:25 PM

And.... Special Report just sent an email saying they know it’s a long shot but that if the AG was willing to come on to talk about this.....

4:55 PM

They’d love to have him

4:55 PM

No. Too many moving parts right now. Sorry.

5:05 PM

Thursday, February 15, 2018

FYI: He’ll discuss Florida at the top of the speech and then immigration bill toward the end.

9:53 AM

Laura Jarrett

Great, thanks

9:56 AM
Chat with Matt Dean
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Monday, March 27, 2017
Matt Dean
Hi Sarah - it's Matt Dean. Why no heads up about Sessions' remarks at the briefing?

Me
White House didn't announce it in advance

1:53 PM

Wednesday, March 29, 2017
Matt Dean
Hi Sarah - do you have a minute to chat logistics about O'Reilly's interview with the AG tomorrow?

Me
Weird timing! Just emailed you

4:46 PM

4:47 PM

Thursday, March 30, 2017
Matt Dean
Ha! Just got it. Will get you guys the info

10:19 AM

Matt Dean
Hey Sarah - would the AG like makeup tonight? Or will we be fine without?
Me

Actually if you don't mind having someone come--that would probably be very helpful

Matt Dean

Ok no problem - setting that up now

Matt Dean

What time will the AG be ready for makeup? I’m guessing between 6-6:15 since the interview begins at 6:30?

Me

Probably more like 6:20

Matt Dean

Thursday, April 6, 2017

Hi Sarah - do you have a few minutes for me to introduce you to a colleague of mine who’s shadowing me today. He'll be backfilling for me over here when

Matt Dean

(b)(6)

Friday, April 7, 2017

Me

You in the building today?

Matt Dean

Out on a shoot in Sterling right now. Should I be expecting something?

Me

Just curious

But when you have some time this weekend or whenever let’s just talk off the record so I can get a better lay of the land and get you more stuff

Matt Dean

Hi Sarah - anything on this?
Matt Dean

Me
Can confirm--but DHS is running schedule

Matt Dean
Ok thanks. Could you provide dates/location?

Me
Thurs fr--el Paso and San Diego

Matt Dean
Thanks

Matt Dean
Hey Sarah - hearing that the AG will be in NY on Friday. Could you confirm? Also, any word on what he'll be doing up there? Public events? Thanks

Me
Yeah media advisory coming out shortly. Long Island.

Matt Dean
Ok thanks

Matt Dean
Guessing it's MS-13 related? Possible meeting with Suffolk County PD?

Me
Our normal trip--same as St. Louis
Chat with Sean Hannity
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Saturday, November 4, 2017
Me 12:22 PM
I'm sure you saw--more coming in the next couple hours:

Me 12:22 PM

Monday, November 6, 2017
Me 4:29 PM
Assume you saw:

Me 4:29 PM

Me 4:29 PM
Also heard Gaetz is on your radio show today and insisting Ag is recused

Sean Hannity
Got it 4:29 PM
Off the record--nobody else in the room backs that up and recusal is a formal process so if he had revised himself it would be foiable. So me telling you he's not recused is something that would be disprovable if I weren't telling the truth.

Gaetz just misheard him or something. But he needs to stop with it.

New phone. Who this

Sorry--Sarah from DOJ

Can I call later

Of course

Bannon saying anything tonight re DOJ I should be prepared for?

(It’s Sarah at DOJ btw)

I think the Gillespie thing is actually good for Bannon btw. Trump lite doesn’t work.

 Didn’t ask.

Did you pre-tape for tonight?
No. Live.

Ok. Can I call you in an hour?

Yes. Of course

Think you’ll discuss changes at FBI tonight?

Yes.

Last night got insane

Oh I know! I was watching on tv and twitter! Hahah!!

Lol

Can you call me

R u kidding me, no investigation no special counsel

????

What do you mean?

(Just tried you)

The AG hasn’t said either of those things

Did u see he Jordon exchange
Sean Hannity: This is awful

Me: Yes I’m here

Me: I think you misunderstood what he said

Me: He was stating the legal standard for a special counsel

Me: Not whether the standard was met

Me: “Looks like” is not enough basis to appoint a special counsel

Me: Meaning it has to meet the legal standard in the reg and “looks like” isn’t enough

Me: But there could certainly be enough but he isn’t commenting on that

Me: Also where did you get the idea there wasn’t an investigation?

Sean Hannity: There was nothing said about the serious and significant need for a thorough investigation

Me: He can’t opine on that

K:

Me: Let’s talk on the phone before your show

Sean Hannity: Call
I really think you’d be making a mistake jumping to any conclusions about that

I’m about to do radio

It’s Sarah from doj. You covering dossier/contempt thing? If so I have a statement for you.

Tomorrow hard

The Department has provided members of HPSCI and House leadership with any number of documents and multiple briefings related to this matter—including the documents related to any FBI payments that may or may not have been made to the source in question—and has more recently cleared a key witness they have requested to testify. And the members who have chosen to attend those briefings should have a clear understanding of the facts surrounding this matter.

Things need to move imho. All have lingered forever

But that dossier payment doc they’ve had access to for months

Have a call before your radio show tomorrow w the guy over here who has coordinated everything we’ve shown hpsci, Ryan, pelosi

Ok

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=09XgGySDP-U&feature=youtu.be
Me
12:04 PM
What time can you talk this afternoon?

Sean Hannity
12:04 PM
Now

Me
12:05 PM
I need to get out of the hpsci space or I'll lose you. Would 12:45 work?

Sean Hannity
12:05 PM
No. 1:15

Me
12:05 PM
That works.

Me
12:05 PM
Thanks

Me
12:06 PM
Now good?

Me
12:06 PM
Let me know about your schedule tomorrow--Stephen and I will clear our schedules!

Sean Hannity
1:25 PM
Ok. Thank u.

Friday, December 1, 2017

Sean Hannity
11:13 AM
Looks like today will not work. I am back in town next Wednesday, would the am work?

Me
11:13 AM
Yes--and AG wants to say hi too so maybe we bring you over to DOJ

Sean Hannity
11:17 AM
Perfect

Wednesday, January 3, 2018

Me
7:49 PM
Do you have Nunes cell by chance? Having difficulty getting it.
Me (Sarah from doj)

Sean Hannity

I’ll try. Hang. Can u help Me at all with what’s going on

Me

Roger thanks. Yeah making some progress tonight and want to tell nunes. Ryan meeting was helpful actually.

Sean Hannity

With Rod?

Sean Hannity

Can’t talk

Me

Not quite yet. In w a bunch of folks.

Sean Hannity

K

Sean Hannity

You can’t talk before my show?

Sean Hannity

I can tell u a lot of people suspect the worst

Me

Trying to talk to nunes. If you can talk to him, tell him we’re trying to give him good news.

Sean Hannity

There is a lot of suspicion. Will everything be handed over by midnight?

Me

Off the record: nunes ignoring our calls for last hour plus. We just got an email from a staffer that said they wanted to call it a night and deal wet in the am. So...I guess they don’t want to come over? We aren’t sure what’s going on.

Sean Hannity

In a word. Trust
Me

Yeah but how can we provide him what he asked for if he won’t answer our calls to tell him to come over?

Me

We’re trying to give him what he asked for--but not sure how to do that in a literal sense if he won’t communicate w us.

Sean Hannity

I’ve tried to communicate to you how many people feel as it relates to everything I talk about every night.

The number one question is always; Why is nothing happening over there

Me

So he doesn’t want the documents? What does he want?

Sean Hannity

Can u talk?

Me

Yes

Me

Dag and nunes just spoke. Will try to get you more shortly.

Sean Hannity

It’s next segment in 5 minutes

Me

My understanding is nunes is putting out a statement. So I’ll leave to him.

Sean Hannity

K

Wednesday, January 10, 2018

Sean Hannity

Question

Sean Hannity

Can u call fast

Sean Hannity

Thx
Sean Hannity

Wednesday, February 14, 2018

Important

Me

Yes?

Sean Hannity

R u hearing anything about a second SC

Me

No I'm not

Sean Hannity

Anger is palpable

Friday, February 16, 2018

Sean Hannity

Can u call?

Wednesday, March 14, 2018

Sean Hannity

Is McCabe getting fired?

Me

Process includes an internal hearing. Until that happens it can't happen.

Sean Hannity

Is there a date set for hearing

Me

This week

Sean Hannity

When is IG

Sean Hannity

Report

Me

Don't know. That's an IG question unfortunately.

Me

Won't be related to McCabe employment timing.
Understand.

Btw I know you didn't tonight but please don't reference hearing on the record anywhere. Thank you!!!

??

My earlier text in which I said a hearing would be this week

Never

I heard it already happened

Btw great opening monologue tonight in general--always impressive the way you move through topics so clearly

Thx. Trying. It's so unfair what's happening in the county

And it's going to get worse before it gets better. Important American people know what happened but that's going to be a painful process (IG reports etc)

Worse for Trump? Geez. It's been 14 months of bullshit and HRC fixes a primary. Has an investigation fixed for her. Pays for Russian lies to fix the General election and they lie to Fisa judges. When do we get to that? Real evidence exists there.

No no I just mean the country is going to have to go through more turmoil as the wrongdoing is presumably exposed in the IG reports.

Thank u Comey Rosenstein and Mueller and his democratic donors he appointed
Friday, March 16, 2018

Sean Hannity

What time is the firing and will the AG speak?

1:04 PM

Sean Hannity

Can you pls call?

1:15 PM

Sean Hannity

Is there a reason you are ignoring me?

2:58 PM

Me

Sorry! Not ignoring. Just missed this. I can’t discuss specific personnel issues. Not sure if we’ll have any breaking news tonight or not. Should know more fppo in two hours or so.

3:02 PM

Sean Hannity

What?

3:03 PM

Sean Hannity

It’s not happens?

3:03 PM

Sean Hannity

Happening

3:03 PM

Sean Hannity

?

3:03 PM

Sean Hannity

Wow

3:04 PM

Me

I think you’re misunderstanding. There’s tomorrow.

3:04 PM

Sean Hannity

Bury it on a Saturday?

3:04 PM

Sean Hannity

Friday was bad enough

3:05 PM

Me

There’s a process that has to be followed. It’s not about the news cycle.

3:05 PM

Sean Hannity

How much time does one need?
A process for employee discipline has required length of time between certain actions for example. So it’s not how much time we need.

Welcome to career employee protections!

I honestly don’t think you understand the overwhelming consensus opinion on how things have been and are being handled.

Then people can change the laws

But we aren’t violating the law over here just to move faster to make people happy

Look at all the laws broken. Years ago. No consequences

So then we get to ignore the laws too?

Absolutely not.

Sarah. Did HRC violate 18 usc 793?

If I deleted 33,000 subpoenaed emails, acid washed my hard drive and busted up devices with hammers would I be guilty of obstruction?

You work at The DOJ, have you ever heard of a draft exoneration being drafted months before you interview the main people being investigated?
Sean Hannity
Did we have 4 Fisa applications approved based on an unverified HRC bought and paid for dossier full of Russian lies?

3:25 PM

Is it illegal to purposely lie to Fisc?

Sean Hannity
Is there any evidence to date of DJT Russia collusion?

3:26 PM

Me
It doesn't justify breaking the law.

3:27 PM

Me
We have nothing left if we violate the laws under the guise of enforcing them.

3:27 PM

Me
So we follow the laws and the rules

3:28 PM

Sean Hannity
Sarah who mentioned breaking the law?

3:29 PM

Sean Hannity
Just the opposite. I want equal justice under the law

3:29 PM

Me
You want us to skip the process to fire someone

3:30 PM

Me
And I’m saying it doesn’t work that way

3:30 PM

Sean Hannity
No. I want to know how it is possible that all of this evidence has been there the entire time and NOBODY seems to be enforcing the law.

3:31 PM

Me
I think this will all come out some day what happened here and I am confident in how we handled this when it does

3:35 PM

Sean Hannity
This is a tipping point for the country.

3:53 PM

Why a second special counsel has not happened is inexplicable to me
Sean Hannity: And many others.

Me: No question. And that frustration is well understood.

Sean Hannity: How is possible Rod R appoints Mueller and he is involved in FISA renewal with "bulk" of data from phony dossier? Wouldn't that be a conflict?

Sean Hannity: Will we have an answer on today or tomorrow?

Sean Hannity: I have to adjust TV taping?

Me: I understand but don't have an answer for you right now.

Sean Hannity: Any timeframe? Will there be a definitely not today at some point?

Me: Yes at some point I will call a lid.

Sean Hannity: If u had to guess?

Sean Hannity: Won't hold u to it

Sean Hannity: I have to book a studio. I know "NOT your problem" but...

Sean Hannity: Safe to say NOT today?

Sean Hannity: ??

Me: Sorry. Can't say that. I will update you as soon as I have an estimate.
Sean Hannity
Pis ASAP

Sean Hannity
I have a drop dead tape time 6:30. Will we know

Me
I don’t anticipate any press statements from my office by that point.

Sean Hannity
Ok. Thank u!! I owe u

Sean Hannity
You likely won’t believe me. BUT you have no idea how much I have fought for AG. Or how hard.

My criticism and pressure are designed to HELP.

Sean Hannity
Can u talk for 2?

Sean Hannity

Sean Hannity
Pis call

Me
I can’t talk right now. But I assure you nobody in the know is talking.

Sean Hannity
Nothing tonight at least?

Sean Hannity
Last question promise

Sean Hannity
???

Me
I don’t know yet.
Ok. Pls tell me as soon as u know. I'm literally in a studio as we speak.

Drop dead time? Yes? No? It's after 6:30

I will let you know when I have an update or call a lid for the night. Until then, I don't have any updates. Please stop asking.

Ok

Will never write again

Oh come on--don't be like that. I just can't do my job and keep updating you when I don't have updates.

I get that you're upset. But there is a legal process to discipline or terminate an employee. And there are legal rules barring me from discussing any specific personnel issue. And none of this is based on media timing. So that's why I get frustrated when you get frustrated with me over timing.

I respect process and time. I explained earlier that we know so many crimes have been committed. We have known for a long time.
After an extensive and fair investigation and according to Department of Justice procedure, the Department’s Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provided its report on allegations of misconduct by Andrew McCabe to the FBI’s Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR).

The FBI’s OPR then reviewed the report and underlying documents and issued a disciplinary proposal recommending the dismissal of Mr. McCabe. Both the OIG and FBI OPR reports concluded that Mr. McCabe had made an unauthorized disclosure to the news media and lacked candor – including under oath – on multiple occasions.

The FBI expects every employee to adhere to the highest standards of honesty, integrity, and accountability. As the OPR proposal stated, “all FBI employees know that lacking candor under oath results in dismissal and that our integrity is our brand.”

Pursuant to Department Order 1202, and based on the report of the Inspector General, the findings of the FBI Office of Professional Responsibility, and the recommendation of the Department’s senior career official, I have terminated the employment of Andrew McCabe effective immediately.

Sean Hannity

Hey.

Where is the tape of McCabe punching the air and yelling “fuck flynn, fuck Trump” or something along those lines? Didn’t Adam Housley confirmed with DOJ that they had that tape right after trump took office. Is DOJ SITTING ON THE TAPE? Can it be released

I’ve only ever heard rumors of it but no one ever seems to know who would have it when you try to pin it down
I’ve talked to Adam about it and he didn’t ever say it had been confirmed to him -- only the same rumor

Wednesday, March 28, 2018

Sean Hannity

Ok. Thx.

Thursday, March 29, 2018

Me

My off the record take on this is we are announcing that there is someone doing the work of a special counsel without the title (and could still recommend the need for a special counsel), he has been reporting regularly to the AG, and he has been working since the Nov 13th letter. Huber was a Mike Lee pick btw. This is what Grassley recommended in his footnote 5 here: https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2018-03-15%20CEG%20LG%20JC%20TT%20to%20AG%20DAG%20(Special%20Counsel).pdf

Also note that the IG can and does interview people outside the Department—which has been mischaracterized. Also he can make his findings public at the end—something that doesn’t happen with a criminal investigation.

Sean Hannity

I tweeted that benefit of the doubt and passed that message along. I understand

Sean Hannity

Thank u

Me

No thank YOU!

Wednesday, April 11, 2018

Sean Hannity

Hey

Sean Hannity

Many telling me McCabe is on video on day After Flynn fired. High fives. Says “we got em” “Trump next”.

We need that tape
I’ve heard that for over a year--always a rumor from reporters but nobody has ever seen it themselves.

Sean Hannity

K thx

Friday, April 20, 2018

Sean Hannity

Question; Is this true?

Sean Hannity

https://s2.washingtonpost.com/5bb866/5ada6a85fe1ff668a04d672a/aGFubml0eUBhb2wuY29t/1/10/cd86ca1fc028ed5f3feddc106a3b511d

Me

First of all, should be pretty concerning that any private convo between the AG and WHC got leaked to wapo. Related to that, I won’t be part of it. Secondly, it seems reasonable for the AG to call the WHC to discuss the need to be consulted if there are concerns about his deputy.

Sean Hannity

Don’t blame the messenger. A pretty serious story if true.

My understanding was the deputy met with the Potus last Thursday and said the Potus is not the target in either the NY probe, nor SC probe.

Can you confirm if that is true?

Me

Definitely will defer to potus on what the dag told him. We don’t discuss convos w potus. That’s his call whether to share info.

Thursday, May 10, 2018

Sean Hannity

Hey

Friday, May 11, 2018

Me

Hey sorry I was asleep when you sent this--how can be of service!e)
Sean Hannity

FBI spy in the trump campaign?

Would be news to me but also probably not something they’d tel a trump appointee

U never heard this before

Me

Nope

Thursday, June 7, 2018

Sean Hannity

Why were the promised documents not handed over today?

They were on the table for the last briefing

So they had the opportunity to see them before

(Despite reporting that they weren’t)

The meeting where there was 40 minutes of fighting, and a briefing went on after?

No the gang of eight briefing two weeks ago on the hill

Kelly opened it up

The docs were available for them

Why can’t congress have them

Bear in mind nunes has had the opp to view docs before and chosen not to
Including one he threatened to hold the dag in contempt for, we offered it in January, and to this day no one has come to look at it.

Sean Hannity

So if I call now. U will show him today

Sean Hannity

Why short windows

Sean Hannity

Hand them over

Me

No we're letting mcconnel arrange everyone's schedule for the gang of 8 to meet again since they didn't choose to view the docs last time

Me

Mcconnel thinks that will happen Monday or Tuesday

Me

But ryan and others leaving this afternoon I was told

Sean Hannity

This material is not defined as gang of 8 material.

Sean Hannity

Why gang of 8. Let the committee investigators wrap this up

Me

Why aren't you upset with them for not viewing the docs when they were offered right in front of them?

Me

Doesn't that seem odd to you?

Me

The docs were on the hill

Me

Unlimited briefing
Me

And they left

Me

So they want another chance? Ok--we're offering to bring them again (and more!) in 3 business days.

Me

This doesn't seem crazy

Me

Plus the answers to the questions they asked

Me

So they can't wrap up if they still have questions we need to answer--which is fair--but we have to then answer those anyway.

Sean Hannity

Unredactede Sure bury it on summit day? Are u kidding?

WHY WONT THE DOJ JUST HAND THEM OVER?

Let people have them.

Me

It wasn't summit day the last time we gave them to them in a senate scif

Me

They choose not to read them

Me

And we can't answer every question with documents

Me

They're the ones asking the questions

Me

We don't choose their questions

Sean Hannity

In that meeting after yelling and a briefing when was there a proper opportunity
Our guys had no time constraints

Sarah. This is very simple. Why won't all subpoenaed documents be handed over

They were! In a senate scif!

Nobody asked to keep them there

So our guys brought them back

They've requested witnesses and documents we've all said yes to only to never actually want them

They could have asked the docs stay, they could have asked our guys to stay or come back the next day with them again--but none of that happened

So now they called and want to see them again--ok no big deal

Ok. To be frank, it sounds too cute by half. And it sounds like another obstruction to me.

On another subject. How many changes and redactions have been requested by DOJ to IG report

We're happy to do that. But it's a lot of people's schedules and we don't do partisan briefings. So it's going to take a couple day.

I'd say the simple answer is hand over the documents

So how do we answer the questions that aren't in documents?
Or we just don’t?

And will the Ag DAG be writing comments for IG report?

I spoke w the IG yesterday to check on the process.

Interesting the day would be the day of the summit. That reeks of an attempt to bury news to me.

They can’t talk about the news in those documents anyway.

It’s classified.

So there’s nothing to bury.

DOJ has had it 2 weeks. How many changes and redactions are being requested by DOJ?

I can’t talk about the IG report but I don’t think you’re going to be upset about any redactions.

Is it classified for “National Security” reasons. Like the redaction that said Comey didn’t think Flynn lied? There is now a trust issue.

I don’t think you’ll be upset about any classification issues.

I hope the IG report will not be dumped or buried this weekend or next week during the summit.

After 18 long months that would be outrageous.

Also anything short of exposing crimes, obstruction and fixing an investigation would similarly be outrageous.
Me

IG controls all of that—not us

Sean Hannity

Ig picks release date independently?

Me

Yep

Me

And we don’t get to change things in his report either

Me

Like McCabe report, any response from a party is included in the end

Me

Believe me, he reminds me of his independence every time I talk to him!

Sean Hannity

Changes can be requested. Conclusions challenged. Redactions requested

Sean Hannity

Comments add d

Me

This is going to be the IGs report. We don’t control his timing and are as anxious for it to get out there as you. Probably more.

Me

Bc finally people will see why we fired/moved so many people at the FBI

Me

And it’s not just our word for it.

Me

Why in the world would we want that to take 18 months!

Me

We needed it out there 8 months ago!!
Ok. But it now runs up vs a summer Friday and summit.

To me any release until after is an attempt to bury

You’ll have to take up the timing w the IG but it’s not coming out tomorrow if that’s what you’re worried about

Ok. Hope it’s as good as u think it is

It’s not that I actually think it’s that good FYI-but I know we have ZERO interest in watering it down or redacting it

And whatever the underlying conclusions are are the IGs alone

Then why the 2 week delay?

Comey et al get a chance to review it. Same as McCabe did.

Ok will be interesting.

Thank you

Enjoy the day!

Last point. I am not sure if you fully understand the magnitude of palpable anger now among members. It’s now about to boil over

Making sure you saw this:

To give you some idea of how this works, I got my copy from the senate and not from the IG ;)  

Sean Hannity

Thank you. Sarah I actually don’t think you believe me, but everything I have been saying and reporting with an amazing team has been proven true.

This is now beyond dangerous to the country.

I do NOT understand how it’s possible that people starting with HRC have not been held accountable.

I am just reflecting the lay of the land and facts in the public domain on all this. People have had it with what appears to be a massive double standard and the unprecedented abuse of power and corruption.

And when the powerful tools of intelligence are used vs the American people, and Fisa courts are lied to, and obstruction so obvious as in the case of Clinton, and felonies committed that puts someone like Christian Saucier in jail but not the “elite political class” we are risking everything as it relates to the constitution and rule of law.

That’s why getting this right matters. Frankly I’d rather be retired.

Someday you and I will get a beer and I’ll tell you what my job is really like. In the meantime, trust that I really am doing the best I can over here. 😊
Love too. Steaks on me. And I’ll be very honest. I’ve even said it on air.

I truly love the AG. I lobbied for him!! 1000% true!!!

I don’t understand why this is all happening as it is. I don’t get it. It makes zero sense to me.

I want to be his biggest fan and supporter.

Does Ryan already have the documents? And Gowdy?

Which ones? They’ve been over to DOJ several times to view documents. The last time was the May 24 briefing at the Senate SCIF where the docs were on the table but they didn’t view them.

The ones that were going to be shown today

No they wouldn’t have those

That’s the meeting McConnell is organizing for next week

K. Thx. Oh and Del Frisco grille in DC amazing!!

But the docs they requested were at the last meeting and then the speaker had a specific question so we are bringing additional docs to support the answer to that.

I’ll get the date.

Did you see latest news from us? Senate intel committee staffer was leaking about the investigation to at least 4 different reporters.
Sean Hannity

I’m worried anytime reporters sources are fake.

Here is my fear. I have a MILLION SOURCES. I’m never giving them up.

Me

We just arrested this guy.

Me

It’s going to be a huge story

Me

Sex, reporters, and the investigation

Sean Hannity

She said not from the source.

Sean Hannity

The senate guy.

Me

Read the indictment

Sean Hannity

Can u pls send. I’ll hit it tomorrow

Me

Will do!

Sean Hannity

Pls send me all releases

Sean Hannity

I only had NYTimes

Me

What’s your email?

Sean Hannity

(b)(6)

As of tomorrow no text. No email
Me

Just realize that while congress was pressing us to "give them the documents", this guy was the one in charge of holding them on the senate side

And these investigations aren’t short

The indictment makes clear it’s been since 2017

And we can’t talk about investigations like this when they are going on

So we get hit in the press for not turning over documents to them and asking them to come to doj, and can’t tell the press why. And now many months later we get to make an arrest. That’s just sort of how the law enforcement side of these things work. It’s a lot of waiting and getting criticized but *most of the time* were trying to do the right thing.

Sean Hannity

Please send me as much information before 1 p tomorrow

Roger. Thanks for always listening, Sean. Good night!

Sean Hannity

Don’t forget Dels.

(Btw note that he’s feeding all the leaks to liberal reporters w his version of events! It was so so bad!)

Sean Hannity

U didn’t respond to my feelings about the AG.

I will add this

Sean Hannity

Listen this is a very very fine line.
Leaks are atrocious

And dangerous

My point on AG.

Sean, I know you respect the AG and this isn't personal like this. You are trying to speak out on what you think is right! We all know that. This isn't a game for you or promotional.

We may disagree on some of it like how to get the right outcome—but on the fundamental stuff I think we're on the same page.

Sarah. NOBODY on this earth liked and admired him more than Mark Levin. When he lost Mark, you have to pay attention.

Mark was Ed Meese COS

I get that nobody is happy right now. But as tonight proves, we’re playing the long game.

You have to hear what I am hearing

It’s that bad. As I told the AG. Of course he has to follow procedures, the law—it’s WHO HE IS. I KNOW THAT. But take for example HRC.

There is zero ambiguity about Felonies. Obstruction.

I sadly believe this 18 month report will not come out and say that.

How do we reconcile Christian Saucier to this??
Friday, June 8, 2018

Me

Enjoying the show tonight from the plane!

9:12 PM

Sean Hannity

So cool. Pls send my best. On my way to (b)(6) now. Going wheels up!!

9:15 PM

Me

It actually took us like a dozen shots to get it right. Ha! We aren’t good photographers:

9:18 PM

Sean Hannity

Lol. My best!!

9:20 PM

Saturday, August 4, 2018

Sean Hannity

Hey

2:18 PM

Sean Hannity

Hello

2:18 PM

Sean Hannity

Have a sec?

2:18 PM

Me

Hi--You bet!

2:19 PM

Sean Hannity

Can we call??

2:19 PM

Sean Hannity

What I was referring to.

2:57 PM
He’s not quite correct on this. Recusals apply to the investigation not just the eventual charges. The investigation is on Russian interference in the election. Here’s the reg (basically says since he was a sr advisor to one of the campaigns, he’s recused from any investigation involving it):

And here’s the letter authorizing the investigation:

So the investigations that mueller hands off to other us attorneys offices, the Ag would not be recused from.

Talked to Boyd. He says HJC is coming over on Monday to view an email they’ve requested. But we don’t have any requests about FISA 4. 30 members have seen it more or less unredacted and haven’t raised any issues that I’m aware of. The email, I’m told, won’t be interesting once they’ve seen it either. But who knows.
Sarah I saw the AG’s statement. 2 questions.

1- Does the AG believe that HRC violated the law with
   A) Her private server with classified information on it.
   B) Did she obstruct justice when 33,000 subpoenaed emails were erased, the hard drive erased and devices destroyed?
   C) Is The AG concerned that HRC exoneration letter was being written in early May 16’, by both Strzok and Comey, before 17 key witnesses were ever interviewed.

2- A) Does the AG believe FISA court Judges were lied to when the “bulk of information” (Grassley/Graham, Nunes memos) was the Steele Dossier, that was used to obtain FISC warrants on Carter Page. (Fraud perpetrated on the court)
   B) Is the AG concerned that the applications did not reveal to the the FISC that HRC and the DNC had paid for the Steel Dossier?
   C) Is the AG concerned that nobody had ever bothered to verify or independently corroborate the salacious contents of the dossier used in the FISA warrant applications.
      (The people that signed off on them). Even Steel himself has testified that he did not know if the contents were true, that this was “raw intelligence”

Thx. Sean

I start radio at 3 PM est. would you be able to call beforehand

You know he can’t comment on any specific matters that might be under investigation. Sorry.

Would you be able to tell me if they are not under investigation

Can we talk for a minute?
If i did that, it could confirm an ongoing investigation.

Do you have 2 minutes?

On phone--trying to get off

K. I start production at 2:10.

Do you know about anywhere from 7-9 other FISA applications and an email chain with Page and McCabe at and around the time of Page FISA?

Email chain about other FISA warrants. At the same time as Carter Page.

Correspondence between Lisa Page and McCabe

I haven't heard about it. Let me go ask.

Last night new Strzok Page texts.

Why is it taking forever to get all of this material?

It all goes through a zillion layers of review--but in this case, congress was given those texts aug 6. So they waited over a month to share them w y'all.
Me

We got them from the IG is early July. So about a month turnaround.

Sean Hannity

How much more is there

Sean Hannity

Why are the Fisa applications viewed as a National Security issue?

Same with 302’s and Gang of 8?